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Section EIGHT

Program Tools
Introduction
This section has ready-to-use tools that can help you plan, deliver and evaluate your
programs. It includes:







forms you can use in planning, tracking and evaluating your work
tips on effective strategies to use in delivering your programs
questions to help with planning and evaluation
tips to help ensure that the messages and strategies you use fit with the needs
of your members and their readiness for change
tools to help you assess how safe your centre and your neighbourhood are
with respect to hazards for falls and incentives for active living.

The program tools can help you plan for programs and projects on falls prevention,
active living and activity-friendly places.
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Program Tool 1

Your programs
This tool can help you:




Examine your prior experience with programs and activities related to falls
prevention and active living
Identify gaps in your programs and steps you can take to address these gaps

Circle the answer that indicates how well your organization does on each of the following.
We provide information and help members develop strategies to:
Good

OK

Needs work

Promote active living

Good

OK

Needs work

Reduce personal risk factors for falls

Good

OK

Needs work

Reduce environmental risk factors for falls

We offer the following physical activities:
Yes

No

Walking clubs

Yes

No

Exercise classes (such as chair exercises, stretching, Tai Chi)

Yes

No

Outdoor walking excursions (such as hikes, snow shoeing)

Yes

No

Promotion of activities at other sites (list):

Yes

No

Regular short sessions within other programs that improve flexibility,
strength or balance (list):

Yes

No

Other (list):
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What gaps do you see in your current programs related to:


Falls prevention



Active living



How can you respond to these gaps and needs/interests in the short-term?



What steps can you take to plan for initiatives in falls prevention or active living
in the longer term?

Active Independent Aging was a joint venture between the University of Ottawa and the Public Health and Long-term
Care Branch, City Of Ottawa. For more informationplease visit our website at: www.falls-chutes.com. Funding provided
by Health Canada/Veterans Affairs Canada Falls Prevention Initiative. The views expressed herein do not necessarily
represent the official policies of Health Canada, Veterans Affairs Canada, the University of Ottawa and the Public
Health and Long-term Care Branch, City Of Ottawa. The information in this handout is current as of 2004.
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Your members
This tool can help you summarize what you may need to know about your members
to help you set priorities for a falls prevention or active living program.
Bring together your program planning committee or a small group of members.
Have individuals answer the questions in the table to the best of their ability. Then
share your answers and, together, answer the questions on the next page.
How many of your members would fit Less than
each of the following categories?
half

About More
Don’t
half
than half know

Female
Male
Over 75 years old
Less than 75 years old
Regularly use a cane or a walker
Have experienced a fall in the past year
Often talk about some aspect of falls or
falling
Are involved in some form of regular
physical activity.
Have one or more chronic conditions
associated with aging such as: arthritis,
osteoporosis, heart problems, diabetes…
Are concerned about maintaining their
independence
ACTIVE INDEPENDENT AGING A community guide for falls prevention and active living
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A. What are the needs or interests most often expressed by our members? (for
example, information, practical action, expert advice, personal support)
Related to falls or falls prevention (list):

Related to being active (list):

C. What are the barriers to engaging our members in a program related to:
Falls or falls prevention (list):

Being active (list):

D. Which members might help us plan initiatives related to:
Falls or falls prevention (list names):

Being active (list names):
Active Independent Aging was a joint venture between the University of Ottawa and the Public Health and Long-term
Care Branch, City Of Ottawa. For more informationplease visit our website at: www.falls-chutes.com. Funding provided
by Health Canada/Veterans Affairs Canada Falls Prevention Initiative. The views expressed herein do not necessarily
represent the official policies of Health Canada, Veterans Affairs Canada, the University of Ottawa and the Public
Health and Long-term Care Branch, City Of Ottawa. The information in this handout is current as of 2004.
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Falls prevention: Tips for
supporting older adults at each
stage of change
Helping people make changes involves providing the messages and activities that
fit their stage of change. By tailoring your messages to a person’s stage, you can be
more effective in helping that person move from one stage to the next.

Stage 1
Individuals in this stage are not thinking about
making any change.
People in this stage:
 See no problem with their current behaviour
 Have no intention of making changes to
reduce the risk of falling
What they might tell you
 “I’m not at risk of falling. I don’t need to make
any changes.”
 “Falls just happen to older people.”
What can you do?
 Help them to understand that they might be at risk for falling. For example,
provide them with statistics and stories about falls and risk factors for falls.
 Introduce the idea of change. For example, ask them “Have you ever thought
about installing a handrail for your stairs?”

ACTIVE INDEPENDENT AGING A community guide for falls prevention and active living
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Program Tool 3

Identify for them the pros of making a change and the cons of not making
a change. For example: “Grab bars help you to be safer in your bathroom.
If you don’t use grab bars you have a greater chance of falling and hurting
yourself. You could even end up not being
able to take care of yourself.”
Your goal at Stage 1:

Increase their awareness of:
Sample messages:
 Risks of not changing
 Simple changes in your home could keep
 Benefits of changing.
you from falling and hurting yourself.
 One out of three adults over 65 falls each
year. It could happen to you or someone
you love. Find out what you can do to prevent falls.
 You don’t need to be frail to be at risk of falling. Find out what you can do to
prevent falls

Stage 2

People in this stage are thinking about making a change
Individuals in this stage:
 Recognize that change is useful, but may or may not
have plans to change within the next month.
 Are open to advice
What they might tell you:
 “I’d like to do something to keep from falling and
I’d like to know what I can do.”



What can you do?
 Motivate and increase their confidence in their
ability to change. For example: show them how easy
it is to use double sided tape to stick down mats.
Help them think about some of the decisions they will have to make when
they are ready to make changes. For example: look at various shapes of
handrails.
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Show how the cost of making changes
Your goal at Stage 2:
to prevent falls is much less than the
potential cost of a fall. For example: a
Help them see the pros of making a
good, safe pair of shoes is less expensive change and the cons of not changing.
than an injury from a fall.
Help them increase their confidence
Help them to prioritize what changes
in their ability to make the change.
they might want to make. For example:
installing a bath grab bar or a stair
handrail.
Help them plan how to make changes. For example: how, where and when to
install a handrail.
Help them identify problems they might have when making changes and how
to deal with them. For example: installing a handrail requires special tools
and knowledge. You can help them find a qualified person to do the work or
provide them with instructions on how to do it themselves.
Point out others who have made changes. For example: someone who has
installed a grab bar in his bathroom.

Sample Messages:
 A good pair of shoes costs less than injuries from a fall.
 Making your home safer can be simple! Use our checklist to find out how!
 Fred (name of someone in your group) has made his home safer… you can too.

Stage 3
Individuals in this stage are taking action and are
making changes
Individuals in this stage:
 Have started making changes in the past 6 months
to reduce their risk of falling
 May need to make more changes and may be at risk
of reverting to old unsafe behaviours
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What they might tell you:
 “I’m making changes to prevent falls and wondering what else I can do.”
What can you do?
Your goal at Stage 3:
 Congratulate them on the changes they
have already made.
Support their commitment and
 Encourage them to talk about the benefits
plan for change.
that they are getting from preventing falls.
 Help them follow through on changes that
they have not yet completed.
 Help them to think about and plan for problem events, for example, going
somewhere where there are no handrails.
Sample messages:
 Made your home safer? Congratulations!
 Take a look at what else you can do to make your home safer.
 Going somewhere new? Watch for hazards. Here’s how…

Active Independent Aging was a joint venture between the University of Ottawa and the Public Health and Long-term
Care Branch, City Of Ottawa. For more informationplease visit our website at: www.falls-chutes.com. Funding provided
by Health Canada/Veterans Affairs Canada Falls Prevention Initiative. The views expressed herein do not necessarily
represent the official policies of Health Canada, Veterans Affairs Canada, the University of Ottawa and the Public
Health and Long-term Care Branch, City Of Ottawa. The information in this handout is current as of 2004.
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Active living: Tips for supporting
older adults at each stage of
change
Helping people make changes involves providing the messages and activities that fit
their stage of change. The idea is by tailoring your messages to a person’s stage, you
can be more effective in helping that person move from one stage to the next.

Stage 1
Individuals in this stage are not thinking about
making any change.
Individuals in this stage:
 Are not active and have no intention to be active
in the next 6 months
 See no problem with being inactive
What they might tell you:
 “I don’t need exercise at my age.”
 “I have never exercised and am not about to start—I might hurt myself.”
 “I have no intention of starting an exercise program.”
What can you do?
 Help them to understand that they may be
at risk because they are inactive. Provide
information with statistics and stories about
the risks of being inactive.
 Introduce the idea of change. For example:
“Have you thought about what being active
could do for you?”

Your goal at Stage 1:
Increase their awareness of:



Risks of not changing
Benefits of changing
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Help them identify the pros of becoming active and the cons of staying inactive.

Sample messages:
 Thinking about your health? Active living can help…think about it.
 Thinking about staying independent? Active living can help… think about it.
 Worried about falling? Active living can help… think about it.

Stage 2
People in this stage are thinking about making a change.
Individuals in this stage:
 Recognize that change is beneficial, but may or
may not have plans to change within the next
month
 Are open to advice
What they might tell you:
 “I know I should, but I can’t now”
 “I’m not active right now but I’m thinking about it.”
What can you do?
 Motivate and increase their confidence in their
ability to change.
 Help them think about some of the decisions
they will have to make when they are ready to make changes. For example:
they may need to purchase some walking shoes or give up some TV time for
activity time.
 Show them how the cost of making changes to be active is less than being
inactive. For example: walking most days of the week costs less than a stay in
the hospital.
 Help them to prioritize their activities to include physical activity. For example:
take a walk before breakfast instead of sitting and reading the paper.
 Help them plan how to get more active. For example: look at what they like to
do, where and when they can be active and who could be their activity buddy.
ACTIVE INDEPENDENT AGING A community guide for falls prevention and active living
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Sample messages:
 It’s never too late to start getting active.
 Being active is good for you… here’s why
(list the benefits).
 What have you got to lose if you’re a
couch potato?

Your goal at Stage 2:
Help them see the pros of making a
change and the cons of not changing.
Help them increase their confidence
in their ability to make the change.

Stage 3
Individuals in this stage are taking action and are making changes.
Individuals in this stage:
 Have made some changes in their activity level
 May be active on a regular basis
 May be at risk for relapses
What they might tell you:
 “I’m starting to become active, but wonder how I
can keep motivated.”
 “I’m starting to be active, I wonder what other
activities I could try.”









What can you do?
Congratulate them on their efforts in becoming active.
Encourage them to talk about the benefits they are getting from being active.
Help them to follow through on other activities that could help them. For
example: if they are walking—how to add stretches or strength training into
their weekly activities.
Suggest they plan for resisting temptations to skip physical activity sessions.
Have problem solving discussion sessions around “what might interrupt your
schedule to be physically active”.
Help them follow through on activities with active living groups and activity buddies.

ACTIVE INDEPENDENT AGING A community guide for falls prevention and active living
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Sample messages:
Your goal at Stage 3:
 Getting active for your health? Great!
Walking, Tai Chi, stretching, gardening
Support their commitment and plan
and daily chores all contribute to health
for change.
and independence.
 Do what moves you… walking,
swimming, yoga, Tai Chi, gardening…
 Thinking about skipping active living today? Get a little help—go for a walk
with a friend.

Active Independent Aging was a joint venture between the University of Ottawa and the Public Health and Long-term
Care Branch, City Of Ottawa. For more informationplease visit our website at: www.falls-chutes.com. Funding provided
by Health Canada/Veterans Affairs Canada Falls Prevention Initiative. The views expressed herein do not necessarily
represent the official policies of Health Canada, Veterans Affairs Canada, the University of Ottawa and the Public
Health and Long-term Care Branch, City Of Ottawa. The information in this handout is current as of 2004.
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Tips for making a presentation
This tool can help you prepare a presentation. A successful presentation has
interesting content as well as an atmosphere that is comfortable and interactive.
Please note that a presentation is often not enough to get people to do anything in
fall prevention or active living. However, it is a good start!

Planning your presentation
Answer the following questions to help you prepare your
presentation:
 Who is it for? What are their needs and interests
related to the topic?
 What information would be interesting and useful
to the participants?
 How much time will it take?
 What types of activities would be helpful and
interesting for participants (e.g. quizzes, videos, questions and answers…)
 What are the key points you need to get across?
Organize your presentation into a beginning, middle and end:
Beginning:







Welcome people and introduce yourself.
Make any anouncements such as the location of washrooms and how to
handle questions.
Give a brief description of your topic or issue and why it is important.
Have a brief quiz, story or quote.
Do an activity to help participants get to know each other and to introduce the topic.

Middle:



Use statistics, facts to show why it is an issue. Use a video, picture or quiz.
Ask participants about their experiences related to the topic.

ACTIVE INDEPENDENT AGING A community guide for falls prevention and active living
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End:





Program Tool 5

Provide some examples of actions that people can take. Ask participants if
they have suggestions, questions about what can be done.
Provide sources of more information.
Briefly sum up the key information about the topic and action steps that
participants can take.
Provide handouts and an evaluation form.
Thank your participants.

Speaking tips












Write up your speaking notes. Use 5x7” cards or type your presentation on
letter sized paper. Some people use key words on flip charts, overhead slides or
computer programs. Whatever method you choose, make it something that is easy
for you to see and use.
Practice your presentation out loud several times. Time yourself.
Be yourself.
Make sure the participants can see and hear you.
Face the group when speaking.
Use words that your participants will understand.
Speak naturally, slowly and clearly. Your voice can show that you are interested in
what you are saying.
If you are nervous—remember to breathe. Take a deep breath before you start.
Remember—participants want you to succeed.

Involving the group




Be alert to what is going on in the group.
Involve participants by asking them to share stories or experiences.
Keep visual contact with those that are silent and invite them to express themselves.

Active Independent Aging was a joint venture between the University of Ottawa and the Public Health and Long-term
Care Branch, City Of Ottawa. For more informationplease visit our website at: www.falls-chutes.com. Funding provided
by Health Canada/Veterans Affairs Canada Falls Prevention Initiative. The views expressed herein do not necessarily
represent the official policies of Health Canada, Veterans Affairs Canada, the University of Ottawa and the Public
Health and Long-term Care Branch, City Of Ottawa. The information in this handout is current as of 2004.
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Tips for leading a discussion group
Discussions are a helpful way for older adults to learn
about falls prevention or active living from a personal
point of view. This tool can help you prepare to lead
discussions. Sample discussion activity tools (Bathroom
Safety and Stair Safety) are included in Section 10: Activity
tools 1 and 2.
A discussion can help participants to:
 Become aware of the issue
 Develop knowledge or skills
 Develop confidence that they can make some changes
 Develop some action plans

Topic
Choose your topic based on the interests and needs of your group.

Scheduling
Think about the best time to have the discussion. It may be during a regular meeting
or as a separate ‘program’. A discussion may be just a ‘one time’ event or several
sessions.

Organizing and managing the discussion
The following sample outline may help you plan for a discussion program. The time
you spend on each part of the program depends on your group, the topic and the
amount of time you have.

ACTIVE INDEPENDENT AGING A community guide for falls prevention and active living
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Sample discussion group outline

Gathering time 5 – 30 minutes. Before the program actually starts can be a time to
welcome people as they arrive. You can answer their questions, give handouts, have
people ‘sign in’ or just simply have a friendly chat.
Welcome 1-5 minutes. This is the time to get the group’s attention, welcome
everyone and to explain the purpose of the discussion group.
Announcements 1-5 minutes. Tell people about the time frame for the discussion,
washroom locations and refreshments. You may want to let the group know about
other programs at your centre or in the community.
Introductions and getting to know one another 2-30 minutes. Take time to have
an activity to help people get to know each other. It may be as simple as people
standing up and introducing themselves. It is also the time to introduce the guest
speaker.
Introduction to the discussion topic 1-15 minutes. Introducing the topic can be
done with activities such as a quiz, article, video, picture, quote or guest speaker. It is an
opportunity to start learning and thinking about the topic.
Discussion 10 minutes - 1 hour (or longer). This is the ‘heart’ of the program.
Thoughtful discussion questions can help your group explore their own experiences,
questions they have about the topic or actions they might take.
Wrap up 2- 5 minutes. Summarize the discussion briefly: What did we learn?
What do we want to know more about? What do we want to do as a result of our
discussion? You can either do the summary or ask the group those questions.
Closure Thank everyone for participating. Make announcements about future
programs.
Adjournment
ACTIVE INDEPENDENT AGING A community guide for falls prevention and active living
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More tips about managing the discussion:












Start and end on time unless the group agrees otherwise.
Take a ten minute break for approximately each hour of discussion.
Do what you can to make the setting pleasant and comfortable. Consider
temperature, seating arrangements and lighting. Offer refreshments. Make sure
your participants have access to washrooms.
House rules or ground rules are often very helpful for groups. For example, you
can have the group agree to:
• Listen to others without interrupting.
• Not use ‘put downs’.
• Accept that participants may ‘pass’ (not speak) if they wish.
• Make sure that everyone who wants to has a chance to speak.
• Respect confidentiality of people’s thoughts and experiences inside and outside
the group.
• Stay on topic.
Plan what questions you will use to help people participate. To share experiences,
ask questions like:
• What are our experiences?
• How does this affect each of us?
To look at what can be done, ask questions like:
• What do we hope to achieve?
• What stops us? What helps us?
• What resources can we use? What do we want to know more about?
• What first steps will we take? (as individuals, as a group)
Remember, if the group is finished discussing the topic, it’s ok to end early.

Tips for organizing seating
Circles

Circles allow everyone to see and hear each other easily. A big circle is good for a
discussion group of 10–20 people. If you have more than that, use smaller circles or
chairs in rows.
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Whole group discussions

Keeping your whole group together to discuss a topic can
allow everyone to be focusing on the same topic at the
same time. Some people may not be comfortable speaking
in front of a larger group. You can encourage participation
by going in order and having each person speak very
briefly. This is often very helpful to do at the beginning
and at the end of the discussion.
Small group discussions

Dividing a large group up into smaller groups can allow
participants to see and hear each other better and give them more time to speak.
Some people may be more comfortable speaking up in a small group. You may
also want to use small groups in order to assign different discussion topics. If you
use small groups, it is helpful to ask someone from each circle to make a brief
presentation of key points back to the whole group at the end of their discussion.
Discussion pairs

Talking with just one other person allows people more time to express their thoughts.
Discussion pairs are also a good way for people to get to know one another. It is
helpful to provide two or three questions for them. Let the group know how much
time they’ll have to discuss with their partners. Watch
their discussions, if one third to one half of the pairs are
‘finished’, bring them back to the whole group.
Theatre style set up

This set up allows for rows of chairs and a larger number
of people to be in attendance. It is more formal than
circles and may require formal guidelines. For example,
ask people to raise their hands when they want to speak.
Make a note of the order of names. Call out the order
of speakers a few names at a time. Let people know
approximately how much time they have to speak. Someone can be a timer and notify
you and the speaker when their time is up.
ACTIVE INDEPENDENT AGING A community guide for falls prevention and active living
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Tips for responding to questions and comments









Respond positively to questions and comments. Use phrases like:
• “That’s a good comment.”
• “It’s helpful to look at it from that point of view.”
• “Thanks for bringing that up.”
• “Good point—what do others think?”
Encourage others to give their opinion and share their experience. Use phrases like:
• “What do others think?”
• “Has anyone else had that happen?”
If you don’t have an answer to a question, say so. You can ask “Does anyone else
have an answer?”
Gracious humour is a wonderful tool to help get back on track.
Don’t interrupt people while they’re talking. (see exceptions in ‘what to do if…”)

Tips: What to do if…
Groups may have individuals with a range of interest, knowledge, attitudes, energy
and confidence. At times, your group may have some behaviours that are less helpful
to the discussion. For example, you might see:







Someone monopolizing the discussion
Someone who is quiet all the time
Someone making negative statements frequently
An individual or the group going off topic
Discussion lagging
Conflict between participants

As the discussion leader you can help individuals and groups contribute helpfully to
the discussion. Some of the strategies you might use are:


Ask people to do what’s needed (“Let’s stay on topic”, “Let’s listen to each
other”, “Let’s have one person talk at a time”, “We haven’t heard from a few
people… do they have something they’d like to say?”)

ACTIVE INDEPENDENT AGING A community guide for falls prevention and active living
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Program Tool 6

Ask the group what would help. (“Is this question clear?”, “Do we need a
break?”, “Shall we try the next question or stop now?”, “We’re near our
finishing time—would you like to end now or continue?”, “Perhaps this topic
isn’t of interest to you, is that right? That’s ok—we can switch or stop.”)
Take a break for a stretch, refreshments, toilet time or just time out.
Ask another question, or clarify the question you’ve just asked.
Change the set up—for example, go from a large discussion group to smaller ones.
Talk to the individual aside from the group to find out what’s happening.
Help them to ‘help themselves’ find a solution. They may need something to
eat, take a rest, take a break or get some help because they’re feeling ill. You
can also ask them to help out—a for example, talk less so others can have a
chance to speak, stay on topic.
Make a decision. For example: If the group is drifting to other topics, say
“We’re going to a different topic folks.” and then decide whether or not to
switch to the other topic.
Keep track of time. Say, “We’re near our finishing time, we can either continue as a
group, or end now. Those who would like to can stay and discuss this some more.”

Tips for learning more about leading discussions






Notice what activities encourage people to speak up.
Think about what you learn from each group.
Ask participants what they enjoyed, what helped them learn and suggestions
for how to lead the questions.
Watch how others lead discussions.
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How adults learn
Keep in mind the following important points about how adults learn:
















Adults are motivated to learn when they are solving a problem that matters to
them. Think about the typical problems and questions your group may have and
plan your presentation to help them address these issues.
Adults want to apply what they learn. Include activities that allow people to
practice new skills.
Adults want to maintain their self-esteem. Be careful
how you provide feedback. Never single out, embarrass,
punish or ridicule anyone.
Adults are concerned with details. Instructors should
allow for frequent questions.
Adults do not like sitting for long periods, so plan for
frequent breaks. Allow a ten minute break for every
hour of instruction.
Adults learn better in a comfortable setting free of distractions and disruption.
Comfortable seating, a comfortable room temperature, good lighting, and
refreshments breaks are helpful.
Adults have a lot of valuable life experience. Their skills, knowledge and
experience provide rich learning opportunities. Make sure to ask for their
suggestions. The instructor is not the only expert.
Keep the environment supportive and fun.

ACTIVE INDEPENDENT AGING A community guide for falls prevention and active living
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Adults learn from others’ experiences, so learning in a group is helpful. Sharing
personal stories about falls or exercise, or watching other older adults in videos
can help your members see that the issue really affects them.



Repeating information helps people build their knowledge, skills, confidence.
Repetition may, over time, also change attitudes. Key information can be repeated
through personal conversations, posters, videos, pamphlets or articles in newsletters.
Special guests and professionals can repeat the same message with great credibility.



Repeating activities is also important. For example, provide opportunities to
practise the correct way of using a cane, or regular opportunities to practice
simple stretches. This helps to build people’s confidence and their skills.



We remember:






20%
30%
50%
70%
90%

of
of
of
of
of

what
what
what
what
what

we
we
we
we
we

hear
see
see and hear
hear, see and talk about
hear, see, talk about and do something about.1

1

Wiman, R.V. & Meierhenry, W.C. (Eds.) (1969). Educational media: Theory into practice.
Columbus, OH: Merrill
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Tips for planning your program
Use this work sheet to help plan your program. You can use it to help plan an
activity, discussion group or presentation. Answer the questions in each part as best
you can. It may help to do a survey of your members if the program is brand new to
them. A program planning committee can also be very helpful.




Part 1 Program Basics: These questions will help describe the program. You
or your members will have the answers.
Part 2 Action Plan: This checklist will help you develop a detailed plan and
make the program happen.

Part 1–Program Basics
Key questions
Who





Your answers

Who is the program for?

Who would the participants be?
(members and/or non members?)
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Key questions
What









Where



When





Who else



Program Tool 8

Your answers

What are the interests and needs of the
participants re: the topic or issue?
What do you hope will happen as a
result of the program? (your objectives)
What do you hope will happen during
the program?
What type of program would best
suit the participants and meet your
objectives. (e.g. discussion group,
presentation, try-it-out session, exercise
class, watching a video)
Where could you hold the program?
(What safe and activity-friendly place/
space best suits the participants, the
activity and is available?)
What days/times best suit the
participants?
Is space available for your program at
those days/times?
Who can help with the program planning
and preparation?
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Part 2 – Action Plan






Each task needs to be done in time to make sure your program will run
smoothly. A task may take months, weeks or days depending on the type of
program. Larger, more detailed programs require more time.
Some tasks such as ensuring leadership or reserving facilities need to be done
very early in the process.
Each task needs to be done by the program organizer or by helpers. Helpers
could be participants or members of a program planning committee. Share the
fun of program planning, share the workload—and get more volunteers for
future programs.

Task

Details

Logistics





Who will do
it/when?

Done

Reserve the room or space required
for the dates and times for the
program.
What equipment is needed? (e.g.
TV/VCR?, tape recorder…etc)



Where can you get this equipment?



Will you have refreshments?



If yes—what?
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Task

Details

Leadership











Budget





Program Tool 8

Who will do
it/when?

Done

Who can lead the program? (It may
be you, one of your members or a
community resource.)
Contact potential leader(s) to
confirm their involvement.
Provide the leader with information
about the participants (number, age,
interests and needs) and the purpose
of the program, time and place.
Check with them about any fees,
expenses and required equipment.
Are there any precautions you or the
participants need to know about?
What costs will you have for the
program? (room rental, equipment
purchase or rental, refreshments and
other supplies.)

What income will cover the costs?
(registration fees, existing budgets,
donations or sponsors)
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Task

Details

Promotion





Who will do
it/when?

Done

How soon do you need to promote
the program in time for your
participants to know about it and
make plans to participate?
What promotion opportunities
can you use to get the word out?
(posters, word of mouth, articles
in your newsletter, phone trees,
announcements at meetings)

Note: All promotional materials need to
include the program name, date, time,
location cost and a brief description.
See Program Tool 13 - Sample poster for
active living.
Registration



Liability



Forms for
Participation

Safety
Procedures



Will you require a registration
procedure or not?
Are consent forms or waivers
needed? See Section 4: Active living for
information about PAR-Q forms,
consent forms and safety tips if you
are planning a physical activity.
Have safety procedures and an
emergency plan established before
the program is to start.
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Task
On the day of
the program

Details








Evaluation



Follow up





Program Tool 8

Who will do
it/when?

Done

Arrive 30 – 60 minutes early.
Make sure that the space and
equipment are ready.
Have any handouts and feedback forms
ready.
Have someone to introduce and
thank the leader.
Have enough copies of a feedback
form to distribute to all participants.
(See Program Tool 21 – Member
satisfaction survey for a sample form)

Send thank you notes to leaders and
other helpers.

Note key details for future programs
and planning.

Active Independent Aging was a joint venture between the University of Ottawa and the Public Health and Long-term
Care Branch, City Of Ottawa. For more informationplease visit our website at: www.falls-chutes.com. Funding provided
by Health Canada/Veterans Affairs Canada Falls Prevention Initiative. The views expressed herein do not necessarily
represent the official policies of Health Canada, Veterans Affairs Canada, the University of Ottawa and the Public
Health and Long-term Care Branch, City Of Ottawa. The information in this handout is current as of 2004.
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Program Tool 9

Is your centre safe and activityfriendly?
What is this tool about?
This tool is designed to help you identify falls hazards in your centre and immediate
surroundings. It is based on research about where and how seniors fall. The checklist can
help you identify barriers to a safe, activity-friendly centre. It is brief, easy to use, and may
serve to prevent one of your members (maybe you!) from a fall.

How to use the tool
Walk around your building, both inside and out. Go down
the list of potential hazards and check off those that you
find. If a barrier does not apply to your building, just go to
the next one.

Removing or reducing
barriers need not be
expensive or time
consuming.

What to do if you find a barrier
For each barrier, the tool suggests ways to minimize the risk of an older adult falling.
The suggestions range from easy and low cost to more expensive and elaborate.
Even if the barrier is outside your building and off your property, you may be able
to do to something to eliminate it. In many municipalities, a complaint line is the first
line of action. Take note of the location and nature of the hazard so you can provide as
many details as possible when reporting your concern. Many municipalities have policies
whereby they MUST investigate a complaint within a reasonable time frame. However,
your municipality will only become aware of a potential hazard if you call them… so
make your voice heard!
Some organizations find it useful to add up the total number of barriers checked at two
different times. Then they compare the numbers to see if there has been a change—
hopefully a drop in the number of barriers.
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Is your centre safe and activity-friendly?
Date of completion:
Location:
By whom:

The more items with a “No” answer, the more barriers or hazards there are around
your centre and the less safe and activity-friendly centre it is.
Look at the “What to do if this is a problem” column for ideas about how to make
your centre more activity-friendly.
Join your local falls prevention coalition and work with others to make
recommendations for changes to municipal by-laws or the Ontario Building Code.

Who can you call:
To report hazards in your neighbourhood?




In apartment buildings, stores, or restaurants contact the owner or manager.
In a shopping mall, contact the mall authority.
On city streets or sidewalks contact the local municipality.
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 Entrance to centre
What to do if this is a problem
 What to check
Yes

No Doors open easily.



Have the door checked out to see if
it’s hung properly or if it requires some
simple maintenance.

Comments:
Yes

No There is a sturdy seat or
bench with armrests (that
does not move when you
sit down) for people to
change boots or shoes.
Comments:
Yes

No Lighting in entranceway
uses at least 60 watt light
bulbs.
Comments:

Yes

No There is a non-slip mat
with no ripples or tears to
absorb water and snow.













Comments:

Provide seat at or above knee level.
Think of ways to help raise funds for a
bench.

Use 60-100 watts light bulbs in your
entranceway.

Have a non-slip mat in front of the
door.
Tape mats down if needed.
Check mats on a regular basis to make
sure there are no ripples or tears.
Mats can be purchased at your local
hardware or department store.
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Entrance to centre cont’d


Yes

What to check

No During winter, there is a
place to store boots.

What to do if this is a problem






Comments:

Make sure there is a place that will
absorb water where members can store
their boots.
Make a sign to let your members know
where to place boots.
Boot trays can be purchased at most
hardware and department stores.

 Throughout your centre
What to do if this is a problem
 What to check
Yes

No Floors are dry.




Comments:

Yes

No Floors are not slippery.





Comments:

Indicate wet floors with signs.
Encourage members to remove wet
footwear at the front door and bring
dry shoes.

If floor surfaces are slippery, a carpet or
rubber runner in the hallways and nonslip mats can help to minimize the risk
of falling.
You can buy runners and non-slip mats
at your local hardware or department
store.
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Throughout your centre cont’d


Yes

What to check

No Floor mats are smooth
(no ripples or tears) and
have a non-skid backing.

What to do if this is a problem






Comments:

Yes

No Floor mats are fastened
to the floor and can’t be
lifted up with foot.
Comments:

Yes

No Pathways and hallways
are clear of hazards.





Comments:

Yes

No All seats are sturdy—they
don’t move when you sit
down.
Comments:





Replace torn or worn mats.
Tape mats to the floor if needed.
Check mats to ensure there are no
ripples or tears.
You can buy non-slip mats at local
hardware or department store.

Fasten down mats with tape all around
the edges.

Have one of your members responsible
to inspect and report hazards to you on
a weekly basis.

Check furniture regularly every season
to make sure it is sturdy.
Replace unsafe furniture.
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Throughout your centre cont’d

Yes

No Chairs have armrests and
the seats are at or above
knee level.





Comments:

Yes

No There is proper lighting
(60-100 watts) in hallways
and in every room.
Comments:


Yes

What to check

No There are posters or
bulletin boards that
encourage active living.



Use 60-100 watt light bulbs throughout
your centre.

What to do if this is a problem






Comments:

Identify strategies to help raise funds for
sturdy chairs.
If a chair is too low, fasten a firm foam
pad to the seat of the chair with velcro
to make it higher.

Put up posters to encourage members
to take the stairs.
Put up posters showing the benefits of
active living.
Put up pictures of members who
include regular physical activity in their
lives.
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 Public washroom and shower facilities
What to do if this is a problem
 What to check
Yes

No Grab bars are installed
near toilet.
A grab bar is
conveniently located in
each shower stall.
Grab bars have been
professionally installed.

Comments:

Install at least one grab bar on the side of
the toilet *.
 At least one grab bar should be installed
at the entrance to the shower stall.
 Grab bars cost from $45 to $100 and
are available at drugstores, hardware and
medical supply stores.
 Grab bars should have a slip-resistant
(rough) finish where they are most likely
to be grasped.
 Grab bars should be installed by a
professional.
 Most specialty stores that sell grab bars
can provide you with a list of installers
in your areas.
* 1 grab bar on each side of the toilet,
placed horizontally or * 1 grab bar on the
rear wall of the toilet, a second bar on the
side wall placed at a 45 degree angle.
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Public washroom and shower facilities cont’d


Yes

What to check

No Hand towels are located
in order to reduce the
amount of water on the
floor.

What to do if this is a problem





Comments:

Yes

No There is slip resistant
flooring in each
washroom.







Comments:

Yes

No There is a clean, safe
shower facility with a
locker room.





Comments:

Put hand towels near the washroom
sink.
Keep paper towel dispensers full.
Encourage members to report water on
the floor.

Install a non-slip mat with rubber
backing.
Check mat on a regular basis to ensure
there are no ripples or tears. If needed,
tape mat down.
You can purchase non-slip mats at your
local hardware or department store.

If you can not provide a shower area
for your members, negotiate with other
centres for the use of their facilities.
Install lockers and provide your members
with locks.
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Public washroom and shower facilities cont’d



What to check

Yes

No A non-slip surface covers
the entire surface of
shower area and the floor
outside the shower.
Comments:
Yes

No A bath seat is available
for members who have
problems standing in the
shower.

What to do if this is a problem









Comments:

Buy rubber bath mats to cover the
entire surface of the shower area.
You can purchase non-slip mats at local
hardware stores.

Bath seats are available at drugstores,
hardware and medical supply stores.
Bath seats cost from $60 to $150.
Bath seats with built-in back support
and non-slip rubber tips for the bench
feet are more secure.

 Inside and outside steps
What to do if this is a problem
 What to check
Yes

No The edges of steps are
marked with contrasting
color.







Comments:

Paint the edges of steps with a
contrasting color.
Contact your local youth group or
volunteers to paint the edge of the
stairs.
Identify a community partner to
sponsor paint for marking stairs.
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Inside and outside steps cont’d



What to check

Yes

No Exterior stairs are kept
free of ice and snow in
the winter.
Comments:

What to do if this is a problem



Make arrangements for snow clearance.
Put grit on icy spots.

Yes



Use 60-100 watt light bulbs on all stairs.

Yes



Yes



No Stairs are lit with
sufficient lighting to
eliminate shadows or
dark areas.
Comments:

No Stairs are maintained with
no deterioration. If no,
describe deterioration.
Comments:

No All steps are the same
height. All steps are the
same depth.
Comments:



Make sure stairs are well maintained
to prevent deterioration and repair as
needed.

The recommended height is 7 inches
(180 mm) and depth is 11 inches (280
mm) (7 - 11 rule).
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Inside and outside steps cont’d


Yes

What to check

No Stairs have a non-slip
surface.

What to do if this is a problem


Comments:

Yes

No There are no changes in
floor surface level.



Comments:

Yes

No There are no steps
between one room and the
next.
Comments:

Yes

No There are handrails on
both sides of the stairs.







Comments:

Make the stair edges less slippery by
painting them with special non-slip
paint that has grit mixed in.

Paint any changes in floor surface level
with a contrasting color (including door
entranceways).

Where there is a single step into a room
or different level, put up a “watch your
step” sign.

Install a sturdy handrail on each side of
the stairs.
Identify a local builder who would
sponsor two handrails for your stairs.
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Inside and outside steps cont’d



What to check

No The height of the
handrail feels comfortable
when used for support.
Comments:

What to do if this is a problem

Yes



Yes



Replace or extend handrails.



Replace handrails with round ones.

No Handrails extend 12
inches (30 cm) beyond
the top and bottom steps.
Comments:
Yes

No Handrails are round.

Adjust the height of your handrails to a
comfortable level for users.

Comments:
Yes

No Hand wraps around two
thirds of handrail.



Replace handrails that are too large or
small with appropriately sized ones.

Comments:
Yes

No Handrails are free from
decorations during festive
celebrations.



Decorations on handrails can interfere
with their use. Keep handrails clear of
decorations during festive celebrations.

Comments:
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 Inside and outside ramp
What to do if this is a problem
 What to check
Yes

No Ramp edges are marked
with contrasting color.







Comments:

Yes

No Exterior ramps are kept
free of ice and snow in
the winter.
Comments:

Yes

No Ramps are lit so that there
are no shadows or dark
areas.
Comments:






Paint the edge of the ramp with a
contrasting color.
Contact your local youth group or
volunteers to paint the edge of the
ramp.
Identify a community partner to
sponsor paint for marking ramp.

Make arrangements for snow clearance.
Put grit on icy spots.

Use 60-100 watt light bulbs on all
ramps.
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Inside and outside ramp cont’d



What to check

Yes

No Ramps are maintained
with no deterioration. If
no, describe deterioration.
Comments:

Yes

No Ramps have a non-slip
surface.

What to do if this is a problem




Comments:

Yes

No There are handrails on
both side of ramps.





Comments:

Yes

No The height of the
handrail feels comfortable
when used for support.
Comments:



Make sure ramps are well maintained
to prevent deterioration and repair as
needed.

Make ramps less slippery by painting
them with special non-slip paint that has
grit mixed in.

Install a sturdy handrail on each side of
the ramps.
Identify a local builder who would
sponsor two handrails for your ramps.

Adjust the height of your handrails to a
comfortable level for users.
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Inside and outside ramp cont’d



What to check

Yes

No Handrails extend 12
inches (30 cm) beyond
the top and bottom of
ramp.
Comments:

Yes

No Handrails are round.

What to do if this is a problem


Replace or extend handrails.



Replace handrails with round ones.

Comments:

Yes

No Hand wraps around two
thirds of handrail.



Replace handrails that are too large or
small with appropriately sized ones.

Comments:

Yes

No Handrails are free from
decorations during festive
celebrations.
Comments:



Decorations on handrails can interfere
with their use. Keep handrails clear of
decorations during festive celebrations
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 Your immediate outdoor environment
What to do if this is a problem
 What to check
Yes

No Exterior lighting uses at
least 60 watt bulbs.



Use 60-100 watt light bulbs outside your
building.

Comments:


Yes

What to check

No Parking lot and pathways
are free of obstructions,
ice and snow.

What to do if this is a problem




Comments:
Yes

No Surface of parking lot is
kept free of cracks and
holes.
Comments:

Yes

No A sand or grit box is
available near front
entrance for icy
conditions.
Comments:









Identify a person in charge of checking
for obstructions, ice and or snow every
day.
Encourage your members to report any
obstacles, holes or unsafe conditions.

Indicate cracks or holes with proper
signs.
Have holes or cracks filled in.

Identify strategies to help raise funds for a
grit box
Encourage your members to spread grit
if they notice icy conditions.
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Your immediate outdoor environment cont’d



What to check

Yes

No The grounds have
walkways around the
building that are free of
obstacles.
Comments:
Yes

No The grounds around your
centre look nice.

What to do if this is a problem










Comments:
Yes

No An unlocked door allows
pedestrians to enter the
centre from the sidewalk.
Comments:



Yes



No Members have secure
bicycle racks to lock up
their bikes.
Comments:

Build walkways.
Identify a person in charge of assessing
walkways for obstacles.
Encourage members to report obstacles.

Plant flowers.
Cut grass.
Consider a fenced in pond.
Install benches to rest.

Inform members of which door is
unlocked for easy access to centre.

Contact local community partners to
sponsor a bicycle rack.

Active Independent Aging was a joint venture between the University of Ottawa and the Public Health and Long-term
Care Branch, City Of Ottawa. For more informationplease visit our website at: www.falls-chutes.com. Funding provided
by Health Canada/Veterans Affairs Canada Falls Prevention Initiative. The views expressed herein do not necessarily
represent the official policies of Health Canada, Veterans Affairs Canada, the University of Ottawa and the Public
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Program Tool 10

Is your neighbourhood
safe and activity-friendly?
What is this tool about?
This tool can help you identify good features about your
neighbourhood that can help older adults prevent falls and
encourage them to be more active. It also points out where there
are problems and how your neighbourhood could be improved.

How to use the tool
Simply walk around your neighbourhood. A two-block radius is a good start. Go
down the checklist and check off each feature that your neighbourhood has. If
something does not seem to apply to your environment, just go on to the next one.
The more checkmarks you make, the safer and more activity-friendly your neighbourhood is. Each feature that’s not checked may indicate a falls hazard or barrier to activity.

What to do if you find a problem
On the next page the tool makes suggestions for how you can help your neighbourhood become safe and activity-friendly. These range from easy and low cost to more
expensive and complicated. Even though a problem is outside your centre, you may
still be able to do something to fix it. You may want to complete this tool again later
and see if your neighbourhood has improved.
Who can you call:
To report hazards in your neighbourhood?
 In apartment buildings, stores, or restaurants contact the owner or manager.
 In a shopping mall, contact the mall authority.
 On city streets or sidewalks contact the local municipality.
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If you find problems:
Sidewalks, crosswalks, intersections, stairs and ramps



Report hazards to your local municipality.
Start a petition to build more sidewalks in your neighbourhood.

Traffic



Report hazards to your local municipality.
Ask that the police department do more to enforce traffic laws.

Accessibility


Talk to store owners and tell them of any difficulty older adults have in
accessing their business.

Winter safety



Report hazards to your local municipality.
Carry a small bag of sand with you to spread on slippery spots.

Benches


Encourage your members to call or write letters to your local municipality. See
Program Tool 23 – Template for a letter to city hall.

Buses




Encourage your members to call or write letters to your local municipality. See
Program Tool 23 – Template for a letter to city hall.
Bring your issue to the attention of local politicians.

Personal safety



Encourage your members to walk in pairs and during the day.
Talk to police about setting up a neighbourhood watch program.

Attractiveness



Work with local groups to have a “Clean up the neighbourhood day”.
Talk with your members. They may be interested in starting a gardening club.
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Is your neighbourhood safe and activity-friendly?
Check off each item that applies to your neighbourhood.
Sidewalks

There are sidewalks in our neighbourhood.
Sidewalks are wide and level, with no cracks or holes.
Sidewalks are clear of obstructions.
Crosswalks and intersections

Pedestrian crossing lights at crosswalks and intersections work.
Audible beeping is used at crosswalks and intersections
Our members can get across the street before the light changes.
On wide roads, there is an island in the middle to wait for the next light.
There are Elderly Persons Crossing signs within two blocks of our centre in
both directions.
Curbs have ramps at crosswalks.
Drivers give pedestrians the right of way at crosswalks, stop signs and stop lights.
Traffic

There is space between the sidewalk and the street.
Drivers obey the speed limit.
The speed limit is suitable for this neighbourhood.
Drivers and cyclists watch out for pedestrians at driveways and crosswalks
and in parking lots.
Stairs and ramps

The edges of stairs and ramps are marked with a contrasting colour.
Stairs and ramps feel safe to use—not too steep, no cracks or breaks.
Stairs and ramps have railings on both sides.
Stairs and ramps are safe to use in wet weather—not slippery.
Accessibility

Businesses in our neighbourhood are easy for our members to access.
Winter Safety

There are grit boxes in our neighbourhood.
Sidewalks are kept clear of ice and snow and are well salted or sanded.
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Benches

There are public benches in our neighbourhood.
Benches are secured to the ground and do not move when you sit on them.
Buses

There is a bus stop within two blocks of our centre.
There is a bus stop on the same side of the street as our centre.
There is a bus shelter with a bench at the bus stop.
Bus drivers usually wait until passengers are seated before moving.
Personal safety

There are enough people walking around to provide help if members need it.
Our neighbourhood is safe from crime.
Trees or bushes that could get in the way of our members are kept trimmed.
There are public phones our members can use in case of trouble.
Our neighbourhood is well lit at night.
There are houses and stores to go to in case of trouble.
Dogs are properly controlled by their owners.
Attractiveness

Sidewalks and streets are free from trash.
Trees or flowers make walking pleasant.
There are benches where our members can sit and take a rest.
There are public washrooms that our members can use easily and safely.
Trees, awnings, and bus shelters give protection from sun, rain and wind.
Our members can get a drink at a water fountain.
Location of problems (be as specific as possible):

Date: _________________________ Your name: __________________________
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Poster #1

Quiz: How many older
adults living in the
community have at least
one fall per year?
Approximately one in three older adults has at least
one fall, and 50% of these will have repeated falls.
25% of falls cause older adults to limit their normal
activities either because of an injury or the fear of
falling again.
Health Canada

Falls can be prevented. Find out how.
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Program Tool 12

Poster #2
Topic
Speaker/leader

Brief description of
event

No more falls!
Jean Fixit, retired building inspector
Find out what you can do to
prevent falls in your own home.
Get answers to your questions on
how to fall-proof your home.

Date, time, location,
refreshments

Monday, January 16th, 3:00 p.m.
Seniors’ Centre
123 Active St.
Dessert to follow

Contact information

For more information contact:
Pat Helper
Health and Safety Committee
222-3333

Short quote from
previous participant
or other source

“I learned how to make simple changes in my home.
My home is a much safer place now.” John Holmes
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Program Tool 13

Sample poster for active living

Question:
 What physical activities
can help prevent falls?

Answer:
 Tai Chi
 Strength and balance exercises
 Walking
Active Independent Aging was a joint venture between the University of Ottawa and the Public Health and Long-term
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Program Tool 14

How to motivate your members
Although inactive people may confront one or more of the following barriers, they
also have wisdom, skills and resources to overcome them. Overcoming barriers is not
necessarily up to them alone. Knowledge, encouragement and support from others can
help. Leaders, friends and family can support older adults with information, motivation,
inspiration and helpful action. Older adult groups and organizations have successfully
supported change among their members. Your group can too.
Here are a few suggestions to help leaders know what to do if older adults are
experiencing barriers to physical activity.

Barriers involving beliefs, attitudes or skills
What you may hear
Your strategies and messages
 “I’m just too old to start  Provide information on the benefits of physical
anything new like that.”
activity for older adults.
 “At my age, I don’t
 Find role models and support from friends.
 Let them know that even frail older adults in their
think exercise is
worthwhile.”
90’s are finding ways to be physically active—and it
 “I used to exercise but I
is helping them.
don’t need to any more.”
 “I feel good and I
 Provide information about how physical activity
don’t think I need to
can help maintain health and independence.
exercise”
 “What’s all this
malarkey about?”
 “I get enough exercise
 Help them identify ways that they can build up to
walking to the mail box
at least 30 minutes a day.
 Handout 4 – Canada’s Physical Activity Guide to Healthy
and walking my dog.
These get me out at
Active Living for Older Adults has guidelines from
least 15 minutes a day.”
Health Canada.
ACTIVE INDEPENDENT AGING A community guide for falls prevention and active living
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What you will hear
 “I don’t like going to
gyms or classes and I
don’t jog!”
 “I don’t know what to
do.”
















“I don’t walk because I
don’t have energy.”
“I just don’t feel like
exercising.”

“I don’t want to go to
the class alone.”
“I don’t know anyone
to go with.”
“Exercise can harm
you. Look at some of
those athletes. They die
suddenly!”
“The couple of times I
walked, I found I was
short of breath and had
to sit down. “
“I didn’t like it.”
“I can’t exercise because
I have a chronic illness.”

Program Tool 14

Your strategies and messages
 Find activities that they do daily. Help them fit
physical activity into this schedule. Show easy ways to
get started and to build physical activity into their day.
 Teach them simple home exercises.
 Provide a list of moderate physical activities
(gardening, walking, daily chores).
 Have a video lending library for home exercises.
 Help them find the reason that’s important to them
in becoming more active (health, socialization, fun,
learning skills, stimulation, independence…).
 Try some active living breaks: short and easy
physical activity experiences can demonstrate a
resulting stress release and a feeling of well being.
 Help them find an active living buddy.
 Welcome them whenever they show up for the
program.
 Call them when they’re not there—encourage them
to come to the next activity.
 Encourage older adults to consult with their health
care provider to find out why and how they can be
active.
 Individualized programs can help minimize risks.
 Moderate physical activity by older adults can help
bring them to better health; indeed it often helps
many chronic illness conditions.
 Remind them that being inactive is risky behaviour.
 Share information about risks of physical inactivity.
 Research is clear: physical activity often helps
people with chronic illnesses.
 Encourage them to discuss physical activity benefits
and options with their health care provider.
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What you will hear
Your strategies and messages
 “I just don’t feel secure
 Some activities that can help prevent them from
when I walk even in
falling can be done in a chair, or holding onto
my own home, I worry
something. The benefits of these activities can help
about falling, Lord
keep them from falling while they’re active.
knows I don’t want to  Regular activity may help them get stronger and
fall and break a hip.”
help prevent falls during the rest of their day.
 “I couldn’t keep up
 Help them to find an activity that they do like and
with anybody…”
that fits them.
 “I did not fit in.”
 Tailor some of your programs to the least fit in
 “I was the oldest in the
the group.
class.”
 “I felt discouraged and
quit.”
 “I never did much
 Help them learn about a variety of activities that are
exercise. I know it’s
easy, require no experience and that they can do. It can
good for me but I
even be as simple as walking in their home or street,
don’t know what to
exercising in a chair, doing Tai Chi or gardening.
 Find out what they can do and build on that.
do.”
 Provide clear instruction for beginners.
 Offer ‘try-it-out’ sessions; have guest speakers;
offer instructional programs.
 Provide prizes, awards and recognition for
achieving mini-goals.
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Barriers involving logistics or resources
What you will hear
 “I don’t drive and I have no way
to get to that program.”



“I just can’t come to that
program. It doesn’t fit my
schedule.”

Your strategies and messages
 Find bus routes, schedules and
transportation services in the community.
 Help people use these services or to car
pool.














“I don’t have time to exercise.”

“There’s no place for us to walk
inside.”
“Walking outside in the winter is
just impossible.”

“I just can’t afford that.”












Find out what time is best for your
members to attend physical activity
programs.
Keep your group informed about
opportunities in the community. They
may find the perfect fit in time, place and
activity.
Provide information about home
exercises and daily activity opportunities.
Brainstorm ways to include physical
activity in daily schedules.
There may well be other spaces in your
community to hold an activity (churches,
schools, malls, legions).
Sometimes creativity can solve space
problems. You might change the activities
to fit the space.
Find sponsorship for fees, find other
activities that are low or no cost.
Provide discounts for older adults.
Show exercises they can do at home.
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What you will hear
Your strategies and messages
 “I tried that walking program—
 Provide information about proper
but I got blisters on my feet and I
clothing and footwear.
got too hot.”
 “I just don’t have time. I’m always  Help them find activities they can do
taking care of my husband and
during the day.
 Help them find an activity they just love
grandchildren.”
and will make time for.
 Remind them: Taking care of yourself is
the best thing that you can do for those
you love. Without physical activity, you
risk falling… and being a burden on
others.
 “I just don’t feel safe walking in
 Encourage them to take precautions: walk
my neighbourhood.”
with a friend or a dog, plan their route,
and walk in well lit places where there are
a lot of other people.
 Have local police come to speak on safety
in your community.
 “I’d like to try snow shoeing but
 Some stores have reasonable rental fees
I don’t want to spend all that
for equipment.
 Second hand stores may have equipment
money to find out that I don’t
like it!”
and clothing at a reasonable price.
 Have an equipment-sharing opportunity
or program.
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Barriers involving problems with the program
What you will hear
Your strategies and messages
 “That exercise class is just too
 Provide participants with feedback
hard.”
opportunities— written or verbal—so
 “I couldn’t hear what the
they can express their likes and dislikes
instructor was saying.”
about a program.
 I don’t like the programs offered.  Give the instructor or organizer the
feedback. Then, follow through on the
feedback to make the program a positive
experience for all participants.
 Find instructors who are aware of older
adults’ interests and needs.
 Have guest speakers and demonstrations
of activities to show how easy it is for
older adults.
 Try-it-out sessions can ease people into
activities.
 “I don’t speak the language well
 Find helpers, translators, people who
enough to understand.”
speak the language.
 Use other communication strategies:
pictures, videos.
 “It’s just not my cup of tea.”
 Find out what people are interested in!
 “I just don’t like that class.”
 Include fun, friendship (and food if
appropriate) at each activity.
 Provide opportunities for feedback about
the program’s intensity, style, location,
time etc.
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Tips for working with the media
Working with the media can be a great way to get falls
prevention information out to the public. Here are
some tips for working with media contacts.
1. First create a one-page press release that includes
the date, background information about your topic,
your key messages and contact information.
2. Next find reporters or editors that can present your
issues in newspaper articles or radio and television
programs.
3. Finally, contact them, send them your press release
and ask for an interview.

Before the interview
1. Prepare clear, straightforward information sheets for reporters that expand
on the information in the one page press release.
2. Have 1- 3 key messages. Memorize them.
3. Know what you want to say and rehearse it. Think about the toughest
question you are likely to get and rehearse your answers out loud. Practice linking
your message to any question.
4. Have correct information and ensure it can be verified.
5. Think of ways to state your case from a position of strength. For example:…
Older adults are a valuable resource… They deserve the best we can give them…
or… Our organization (or community) cares about older adults…

ACTIVE INDEPENDENT AGING A community guide for falls prevention and active living
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During the interview
1. Be honest.
2. Be careful of “lead-ins” from reporters such as, “Don’t you think…” or
“Wouldn’t you agree...?”
3. Don’t debate with reporters or get off track. Go back to your key messages
with statements such as, “The real issue is…” Repeat your key messages.
4. Take a moment to pause before answering a question. You will look thoughtful
and buy time to consider your answer and avoid saying the wrong thing.
5. Use prefaces and numbers to prepare your listeners. For example, “There are
two reasons that…”
6. Be specific about what is needed, what your organization supports/is doing, and why.
7. Use stories, not just generalities and statistics.
8. Provide evidence for your position. Use quotations from experts who agree
with you; give examples of where something has worked before; use statistics to
make comparisons.
9. Put on a friendly face and be calmly enthusiastic.
10. Don’t make comments “off the record.” Anything a reporter sees or hears
may be used.

After the interview
1. Follow-up promptly if you agree to provide further information. You are
building a reputation for reliability.
2. Make suggestions for further stories when possible.
3. Review your interview and any published articles. Note areas where you can be
clearer or stronger. Note messages that were delivered well.
Adapted from: Community Tool Box: 25:5
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Tips for influencing public opinion
You probably do not have the resources to initiate and
sustain a long-term effort to educate your community
about the importance of safe and activity-friendly
surroundings. You can, however, be prepared to get key
messages out when you have opportunities. You will be
better prepared if you:






Develop a list of key media contacts in your
community. Make notes about which print, radio and
TV stations carry stories about older adults, about
the environment, or about health issues. Get the
names and contact information of the journalists or
producers involved.
Think about the key messages you want to communicate. Throughout this
Guide we have suggested key messages that we hope to communicate. You may
want to use these as a starting point. These are the key issues you want to work
for. Take time to discuss them, agree on them, and write them down. Then,
repeat them every time you have an opportunity.
Look for other groups whose public information messages overlap with, or
complement, your own. Talk to them. They may be planning a special event or
campaign that could help you. You may have a “human interest” story that gets
your message out and also helps their campaign.
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Program Tool 16

Find out what kinds of situations the media see as “news”. Then, set out
to make some “news.” For example, if your neighbourhood scores very poorly
on Program Tool 10: Is your neighbourhood safe and activity-friendly?, would a member of
the media consider taking the walk with you? Better still, would your local elected
representative come along?

Media coverage is the most effective way to reach lots of people, but other strategies
can contribute to your visibility and help to reinforce your messages over time.
Groups with a message often use such things as T-shirts, bumper stickers, contests or
achievement awards to attract public attention for their message.
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Tips for advocating for change
The following thoughts are taken from the Community
Tool Box. This is an excellent resource for anything
related to community groups – from working with
volunteers to planning a program. Information on the
Community Tool Box is available in Section 11 Resources.

What does advocacy mean?
Advocacy is about influencing people with power. It
means persuading them to use their power to make
a difference related to your concern. For people who
become advocates this means:








Understanding the issues
Being able to present the issues effectively
Having the facts
Being prepared to be involved over the long term
Finding and working with others who believe in
your cause
Identifying and, when possible, working with
people who have power

“Advocacy usually involves
getting government,
business, schools, or some
other large institution
(also known as Goliath)
to correct an unfair or
harmful situation affecting
people in the community
(also known as David
and friends). The situation
may be resolved through
persuasion, by encouraging
Goliath to buckle under
pressure, by compromise, or
through political or legal
action.”
Community Tool Box:
http://ctb.ku.edu
(Part 1, Chapter 30,
Section 1)

Advocacy does not necessarily mean confrontation, but it definitely means being
informed and persistent. The following example follows the steps that you might take
to get action on hazardous sidewalks around your centre.

Who should be involved?
Advocacy involves working with a wide range of people. Because numbers are important, it
almost always involves connecting with other groups who share your concerns. To identify
these groups, you need to look at your problem from as many perspectives as you can.
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How does advocacy work?
Influencing people with power may involve several strategies. Most often, it includes
public education, dialogue with decision-makers, and negotiations. However, when a
major public policy issue is at stake or opposition is strong, it may also involve extensive
research and legal challenges.
Usually groups start simply with the following steps:
1. Documenting the problem: Information is the
foundation for all advocacy work.







Where are the problems with the sidewalk?
How many cracks are there?
How many people use the sidewalk?
Who are they?
Do you have evidence that anyone has fallen?
How can you gather this information?

Allies who share
the problem
Lots of people are
concerned about the
sidewalks. Families
with small children have
difficulty pushing strollers
and tricycles. People with
wheelchairs or walkers
find it quite a challenge.
For people with poor
vision the uneven surface
is a serious hazard.

Our Concern
The sidewalks around our
centre are terrible. They
have many cracks. The
corners don’t have ramps. In
winter, there are ice patches
on low points where melting
snow gathers and freezes.
They are a real hazard to
older adults coming and
going from our centre.

2. Identifying allies who share your concern:
Numbers help to influence people with power. Get
support from as many individuals or groups as you
can. To identify potential allies, consider:







Who else uses the sidewalk regularly?
What do neighbours, child care centres,
churches, doctors’ offices, or businesses think
about the condition of the sidewalk?
Would anyone from these groups be willing to
help you make a case for a better sidewalk?
Would they come to a neighbourhood meeting
to talk about it?
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3. Identifying who needs to be involved in resolving
the problem.






What do you know about how decisions are made
to repair sidewalks?
Does your community have a system for
reporting hazards?
How can you find out where to report a hazardous
sidewalk and what happens when you do?

4. Talking with the people who can resolve the
problem.


People with
power
Our city councilor should
be able to do something.
It’s city staff who are
responsible for the
sidewalks. We need to
find out who they are
and let them know how
serious the situation is for
people who walk in this
neighbourhood.

Talking with the people who have the direct
responsibility for sidewalk repair may or may not
be simple, and may or may not resolve the problem. Sidewalk repairs compete
with many other demands for time and resources. If staff have the resources
to repair sidewalk hazards, but don’t know where they are, your needs and
theirs are a match. If staff know where the hazards are, but don’t have the
resources to repair them, your task is harder. This is when you need a strategy
and a plan of action.

5. Developing a strategy. When it’s obvious the solution will not be quick, take the
time to consider your strategy. You will need all the support you can find. You
may need some resources to build your case and sell it to the community. You will
probably want to use the media to help mobilize the broader community.


“The city engineer responsible for sidewalks is very nice, but she has a long list
of repairs. Repairs to our neighbourhood sidewalk are not on the plan until
2005. But, Mary tripped on the crack near the corner last week and broke her
wrist. She is not the first one to fall there. What can we do?”

The answers to the question, “What can we do?” are the components of your
advocacy plan. Consider how you might pursue the concern about poor sidewalks.
Your strategy may involve:
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Giving the problem of sidewalk maintenance a higher public profile






Identify media contacts. Appoint key spokespersons from your group to deal
with media. See Section 8: Program Tool 15 – Tips on working with the media.
Make it easy for people to phone and write personal letters about the problem.
Provide them with phone numbers and a letter template, names and addresses.
See Section 8: Program Tool 23 – Template for a letter to city hall.
Invite other groups to a meeting to discuss how you can support one another on this
issue. Use this discussion to establish as wide a network of supporters as possible.

Continuing to collect information
 Gather data about who has falls or trips on the sidewalk. See Section 9: Handout
12 – Hazard report form.
 Use a petition to gather names of people and businesses that are concerned.
Keeping sympathetic elected officials informed
 Invite them to meetings.
 Ask them to help you identify key points of intervention in the system where
you should target your efforts.
Maintaining contact with the staff responsible for sidewalk repairs
 Ensure your campaign focuses on the issue not the people. City engineers
don’t set the budget.
 Be available to elaborate on the problems caused by the poor sidewalk
maintenance.
 Stress the importance of safe surroundings, not just to prevent falls, but also to
encourage walking. Outline the wide range of health benefits safe walking can bring.
Advocacy is usually a long-term effort. A final word of advice from the authors of
the Community Tool Box is, “Remember to “have fun!”
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Sample evaluation questions and
strategies
This tool lists different kinds of questions you might ask to collect the information
you need related to your programs. The questions are based on the goals and
objectives of the Active Independent Aging Program.
Sample strategies and tools that you could use to collect the information are also
included. Some of these strategies require greater resources and expertise (for
example, interviewing skills) than others, so you will need to consider what is feasible
for your centre.
Evaluation Question

What you might want to
measure

How

Have we increased
opportunities for our members
to learn and practise falls
prevention and safe, active
living?

Number of programs per
week
Number of participants
Participant feedback

Review of program
documention. See
Program Tool 22 Program log forms

Have we improved members’
knowledge and attitudes
around falls prevention and
safe, active living?

Members’ knowledge and
See Program Tool 20
attitudes for falls prevention – Sample questions for
and active living
members.

Review of member
satisfaction. See
Program Tool 21
– Member satisfaction
survey.
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Have we increased the number Members’ self-reported level
of members who are active
of activity and falls
and decreased the number
who fall?
Number of participants in
active living programs

Member surveys.
See Program Tool 20
– Sample questions for
members.
Review of program
documentation.
See Program Tool 21
– Member satisfaction
survey.

Have we decreased hazards
and increased the activity
friendliness of our centre?

Activity-friendly features of
your physical environment

Centre activityfriendly audit Program
Tool 9 – Is your centre
safe and activity-friendly?

Have we decreased
hazards and increased the
activity friendliness of our
neighbourhood?

Activity-friendly features of
your neighbourhood

Program Tool 10 – Is
your neighbourhood safe
and activity-friendly?
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Program Tool 19

Tips for interviewing and surveying
members
Who should conduct the interviews or administer the surveys?

People are generally not comfortable expressing any dissatisfaction with programs
or activities with the program organizers. Therefore, it is
best to have an independent third party administer the
surveys or do the interviews. This could be a volunteer,
a staff member not affiliated with the program, or a
person not affiliated with your organization. A commonly
used strategy for administering surveys is to provide an
envelope and ask the respondent to seal it and drop it in a
box or leave it at a reception desk.
Who should you interview or survey?

You should interview or survey as many members who are active participants in your
centre as is feasible with your resources. Since Active Independent Aging is designed
to help you to change knowledge and attitudes, to increase levels of active living,
and to reduce exposure to risk factors for falls, you will want to interview or survey
members who are regulars in your centre. Those who attend on a regular basis will
have had opportunities to be exposed to the changes in your centre and in your
programs and activities.
From this group of regular members, you may want to ensure that the sample of
people you choose includes:




Members who were active in the programs that you developed using this Guide
Members who were active but dropped out
Members who never participated
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Interviewing or surveying those who did not participate in programs or who dropped
out of programs will help you to understand:




Why people may have dropped out of programs and why they never signed up
to begin with. This information can help with future programming.
What impact changes that you made to your surroundings had on members,
including those who did not participate in any formal activities or programs.

How do you select which members to interview or survey?

Select people who have different needs, opinions and views. Several strategies to do
this include:






Random sample. Put all of your regular members’ names in a hat and pull out
some names of people to be interviewed or surveyed. This should give you a
fair and unbiased range of opinions.
Matched sample. Choose a member who was active in your program or
activity, and another of the same gender and similar age but who was not
active in the program or activity. This way you can compare the viewpoints
and experiences of these two groups.
Inclusive sample. Interview or survey everyone who participated in your
program or activity, and everyone who either dropped out or who never signed
up. This gives you the broadest range of opinions and experiences.

Whatever method you use to decide who to interview or survey, the key is to make
sure that you have a good representation of members who will be able to help you
identify what you are doing well, and where you could improve.
See Program Tools 20 - Sample questions for members and 21- Member satisfaction survey for
sample surveys.
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Sample questions for members
Falls prevention questions
1. For each of the following, please indicate, by checking the appropriate box, how
strongly you disagree or agree with each statement. There are NO right or wrong
answers. We are interested in your opinions.
Strongly Disagree
disagree

Agree

Strongly
agree

Don’t
know

It does not matter what
seniors do to avoid falling,
they are going to fall anyway.
Using a cane makes you
(would make you) feel old.
It is up to building owners to
remove hazards from their
buildings.
Seniors in this organization
are not very interested in
making it safer from falls.
It is really difficult to change
things in neighbourhoods to
make them safer.
Telling seniors how to reduce
their risk of falling is butting
into other people’s business.
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Strongly Disagree
disagree

Agree

Strongly
agree

Don’t
know

Implementing falls
prevention initiatives would
be a waste of time and
money.
It is hard for older adults to
learn anything new about
preventing falls.
Only young people can
improve their strength and
stamina by exercising.
If I tell others about a fall,
they might start to think
that I am too frail to live by
myself.
2. Please read the following list of common daily activities and indicate, by checking the
appropriate box, how confident you are that you can do these activities at this time.
How confident are you that you could
perform each activity?

Not at all
confident

Fairly
Completely
confident confident

You could learn ways of preventing falls.
You could follow a daily exercise routine.
You could take a daily walk outside for
exercise.
If you were on medications and
experiencing side effects, you could ask
your doctor to change your medication.
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How confident are you that you could
perform each activity?

Not at all Fairly
Completely
Confident Confident Confident

You could make changes to your home to
reduce fall hazards.
You could attend a meeting with other
older adults in this organisation to discuss
what you can do to prevent falls.
You could walk up and down a flight of
stairs without falling.
You could walk around inside this centre/
legion without falling.
You could walk in your community without
falling.
You could get in/out of a chair without
falling.
3. Think back over the last twelve months. Have you had any falls during that
time? (By a fall, we mean an event where you landed on the ground, tripped on
the stairs, slipped, or lost your balance and hit against an object like a chair or
bed.)
 Yes

 No

If YES, how many falls have you had in the last four months?
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Program Tool 20

Active living questions
1. Now please tell us how much you agree with each of the following statements
about physical activity. Even if you do not exercise on a regular basis, we would
like you know your thoughts.
Do you believe that regular
physical activity…
(If you do not engage in regular
physical activity, do you believe
that it…)

Strongly Disagree Agree Strongly Don’t
disagree
agree
know

Improves (would improve) your
mood
Helps (would help) you to sleep
better
Gives (would give) you energy
Makes (would make) you feel more
mentally alert
Helps (would help) you to carry
out your normal activities without
getting too tired
Increases (would increase) your
physical fitness
Improves (would improve) the way
your body looks
Decreases (would decrease) your
tension and stress
Gives (would give) you a sense of
personal accomplishment
Decreases (would decrease) your
risk of a severe injury if you were
to fall
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2. How confident are you that you can exercise when other things get in the way?
How confident are
you that you could
exercise when...

Not at all Somewhat Moderately
Very
Completely
confident confident confident confident confident

You are under a lot
of stress
You feel like you do
not have the time
You have to exercise
alone
You don’t have
access to exercise
equipment
You are spending
time with friends
and family who do
not exercise
It’s raining or
snowing outside
3. What best describes your activity level? (Please check box)
 Vigorously active for at least 30 minutes 3 times per week (exercise program,
brisk walking, Tai Chi, swimming)
 Moderately active at least 3 times per week (gardening, walking, housework)
 Seldom active, preferring more sedentary activities (reading, playing cards,
watching television)
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Program Tool 20

4. Compared to other people your own age, do you think you are: (Please check box)





Much more active
More active
About as active
Much less active

5. Have you ever called your city or local authority to report a fall hazard in your
community?
 Yes

 No

If yes, how many calls have you made in the last year?

Active Independent Aging was a joint venture between the University of Ottawa and the Public Health and Long-term
Care Branch, City Of Ottawa. For more informationplease visit our website at: www.falls-chutes.com. Funding provided
by Health Canada/Veterans Affairs Canada Falls Prevention Initiative. The views expressed herein do not necessarily
represent the official policies of Health Canada, Veterans Affairs Canada, the University of Ottawa and the Public
Health and Long-term Care Branch, City Of Ottawa. The information in this handout is current as of 2004.
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Program Tool 21

Member satisfaction survey
Please help us improve our program (activity) by answering the following questions. We
are interested in your honest opinion, whether positive or negative. Please answer all
of the questions. We also welcome your comments and suggestions. Thank you very
much. We really appreciate your help.
Circle your answers.
1. How would you rate the quality of the program?
Excellent

Good

Fair

Poor

2. Was this the type of program you were looking for?
No, definitely not

No, not really

Yes, generally

Yes, definitely

3. If friends were looking for a similar program, would you recommend this
one to them?
No, definitely not

No, not really

Yes, generally

Yes, definitely

4. In an overall, general sense, how satisfied are you with the program
(activity)?
Quite dissatisfied

Mildly dissatisfied Mostly satisfied

Very satisfied

5. Would you sign up for this program again?
No, definitely not

No, not likely

Yes, probably

Yes, definitely
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Comments:

Active Independent Aging was a joint venture between the University of Ottawa and the Public Health and Long-term
Care Branch, City Of Ottawa. For more informationplease visit our website at: www.falls-chutes.com. Funding provided
by Health Canada/Veterans Affairs Canada Falls Prevention Initiative. The views expressed herein do not necessarily
represent the official policies of Health Canada, Veterans Affairs Canada, the University of Ottawa and the Public
Health and Long-term Care Branch, City Of Ottawa. The information in this handout is current as of 2004.
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Program Tool 22

Program log forms
Log form for active living programs
This log form allows you to keep track of the active living
programs in your organization. Each time your members engage
in an active living program take a minute to fill out the log below.
Keeping track of the type of program, the date and time as
well as the number of participants for that session is important for evaluating active
living programs at your legion or centre.
Active living program Date and
time

Number of
participants

Comments
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Program Tool 22

Log form for falls prevention programs
This log form allows you to keep track of falls prevention programs in your legion or
centre. Make an entry on this form every time there is an activity or meeting about
falls prevention.
Please keep track of the number of participants in your falls prevention program
or information session. Also keep a record of the number of times you share falls
prevention information with your members as a group or one on one.
Falls prevention
topic/program

Date and
time

Number of Comments
participants
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Log form for public awareness in your legion or centre
This log form allows you to keep track of the information you share with your
members or post at your legion or centre. Each time you put up a poster related to
falls prevention or active living keep a copy for your records.
Write down the name of the pamphlet that was shared or the poster and what was
put up.
Type of public
awareness

Date

Content of
information

Comments
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Program Tool 22

Log form for increasing safety in your centre
This log form allows you to keep track of the centre checks and changes you make.
Centre check

Date and
time

Action required

Action taken

Active Independent Aging was a joint venture between the University of Ottawa and the Public Health and Long-term
Care Branch, City Of Ottawa. For more informationplease visit our website at: www.falls-chutes.com. Funding provided
by Health Canada/Veterans Affairs Canada Falls Prevention Initiative. The views expressed herein do not necessarily
represent the official policies of Health Canada, Veterans Affairs Canada, the University of Ottawa and the Public
Health and Long-term Care Branch, City Of Ottawa. The information in this handout is current as of 2004.
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Program Tool 23

Template for a letter to city hall
This tool is an example of how to write a letter to city hall to report a hazard.

Title
Address

Mr./Ms./Title (contact the local government office to check proper
title and address)
Address
Date
Dear (Mr./Ms./Title) Name:

Describe the
issue

I am writing to express my concern about the limited time allotted
for pedestrians to cross the intersection at the corner of Smith and
Gordon. I have timed the walk signal on several occasions and it
allows only one minute and 35 seconds. This is not enough time
for many of the older adults to cross safely. This intersection is
used frequently by many seniors on their way to the Buymore Mall.

Tell more
about why
this is
important

I am 68 years of age and healthy and active. However, I find I have
to walk very quickly to make this crossing before the light turns
red. I have observed other, less active seniors, mothers with small
children and persons with disabilities hurrying to make the other
side of the road. It is a dangerous situation. They are at risk of a
fall and possible injury because they are hurrying. Or they are at
risk from the traffic because they are still on the road when the
light changes.
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Request

Program Tool 23

I would appreciate it if you could forward my concern to the
traffic department for their attention. I hope they will be able to
adjust the timing to make this pedestrian crossing safer.

Ask for
follow-up

Since I am not familiar with how decisions are taken with respect
to traffic issues, I would also appreciate information on what kind
of response I might expect, and how I could follow up with the
appropriate person.

Conclusion

Thank you in advance for any assistance you are able to provide. I
look forward to hearing from you.
Yours sincerely,
[Signature]

Contact
Info

Mary Smith
123 Apple St.
Ottawa ON K2J 1E3
Tel: 613-123-4567

Active Independent Aging was a joint venture between the University of Ottawa and the Public Health and Long-term
Care Branch, City Of Ottawa. For more informationplease visit our website at: www.falls-chutes.com. Funding provided
by Health Canada/Veterans Affairs Canada Falls Prevention Initiative. The views expressed herein do not necessarily
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Program Tool 24

Contact list
Organization:
name, address

Individual contact: Contact information: Comments:
name, position
phone, fax, email
resources,
activities, etc.

Active Independent Aging was a joint venture between the University of Ottawa and the Public Health and Long-term
Care Branch, City Of Ottawa. For more informationplease visit our website at: www.falls-chutes.com. Funding provided
by Health Canada/Veterans Affairs Canada Falls Prevention Initiative. The views expressed herein do not necessarily
represent the official policies of Health Canada, Veterans Affairs Canada, the University of Ottawa and the Public
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Section NINE

Handouts
Introduction
This section includes handouts you can copy and distribute to your members.
You can distribute them at programs, meetings, conferences or on a display table.
Information in the handouts can help inform your members about physical activity
and falls prevention and suggest strategies for safer environments and active living.
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Handout 1

A guide to preventing falls
Falling is a very serious health problem for seniors.

Did you know?






Across Canada, one in three seniors fall each year.1
Ninety per cent (90%) of broken hips in seniors are a result of a fall.2
By the age of 75, falls are the major cause of fatal injuries.3
Forty per cent (40%) of admissions to nursing homes are related to falls.4
Direct costs associated with falls are $2.4 billion dollars.5

Why do seniors fall?
Usually falls have more than one cause. For example, someone who slips or falls
on a slippery floor may have weak leg muscles and be experiencing dizziness as a
side effect of medication. This booklet reviews the causes of falls and recommends
changes you can make in the following areas to prevent falls:





Exercise
Medication
Assistive devices
Environmental hazards (surroundings inside and outside your home)

1

Tinetti, M.E., Speechley, M. (1989). Prevention of falls among the elderly. New England Journal
of Medicine.
2 Zuckerman, J.D. (1996). Hip fracture. New England Journal of Medicine, 334(23), 1519-1525.
3 Les traumatismes dûs aux chutes. Les chutes chez les personnes âgées, 1991.
4 Geriatric Consultant, 1983.
5 The Hygeia Group. (1998). The economic burden of unintentional injury in Canada. Smartrisk.
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Exercise
Inactivity, chronic disabilities such as diabetes and
arthritis, abnormal blood pressure and changes
associated with normal aging can lead to gait and
balance disorders and loss of mobility. Regular physical
activity and exercise will increase muscle strength,
improve coordination and help to prevent falls.
Stay active to prevent falls:



Flexibility activities, e.g. Tai Chi or gardening.
Strength and balance activities, e.g. climbing stairs, or
wall push-ups.

What to do:











For more information
see Handout 4
– Canada’s Physical
Activity Guide to
Healthy Active Living
for Older Adults.

Talk to your doctor before you start an exercise
program.
Tell your doctor about changes in balance.
Avoid sudden changes in position.
Never bend down all the way to the floor, and avoid getting up quickly after
stooping.
Make sure the exercises you choose are beneficial for you.
Look at the resource list on the last page for program ideas.
Make your activities as enjoyable as possible. Find a buddy!
Find out about exercise/activity programs for seniors in your area.

Medication
Seniors are more at risk of falls if they take:

Four or more medications daily.
 Medications to help them sleep or calm their nerves (sedatives).*
Warning: Side effects of medications such as dizziness or feeling light-headed can
also increase your risk of falling. Some medications react with others and this may
increase side effects.
* American Journal of Epidemiology, 1990
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What to do:


















Review all your medications with your doctor every six months.
Ask your doctor or pharmacist about the side effects of the medication you
take.
Take medications correctly as indicated. Use a medication box.
Tell your doctor if your medication makes you dizzy or light-headed.
Avoid taking alcohol with medications.
Talk to your pharmacist before you take non-prescription, over-the-counter
and herbal remedies.
Never take someone else’s medication.
Instead of taking medication to help you sleep, consider alternatives such as
listening to soft music, reading or relaxation exercises.
Talk to your doctor if insomnia persists.
Keep a list or record of all your
medications with you at all times.
Shop at one pharmacy to have all your
prescriptions filled.
Return all expired medications to your
pharmacist.

Assistive Devices
Devices such as canes, grab bars, handrails,
hip protectors and walkers can really help
prevent falls and reduce the risk of injuries.
Individuals with balance and mobility
problems are encouraged to use assistive
devices for daily activities.
Assistive devices can make your
bathroom safer:



Use a long rubber bath mat inside your tub.
Install at least two grab bars in the tub area.
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Handout 1

If getting into or out of the tub is difficult, consider buying a bath seat and a
hand held shower or getting help with bathing.
If sitting on or getting up from the toilet is difficult, consider buying a raised
toilet seat and/or installing a grab bar.

Use a cane
To make sure your cane is the correct height
for you:





Turn the cane upside down and put the handle
on the floor.
Stand with your arms at your sides.
The tip of the cane should be at the level of your
wrist.

To adjust a wood cane:







Turn the cane upside down, mark the cane at the
level of your wrist.
Remove rubber tip.
Cut the cane 1/2 inch shorter than where you
marked it.
Replace rubber tip.

To adjust an aluminum cane:


Most aluminum canes can be easily adjusted within an inch of the desired
height.

Remember to replace worn rubber tips on your cane and do not forget to attach an
ice pick in the winter.
For healthy strong bones:

Eat calcium rich foods such as milk products, almonds, baked beans, salmon (with
bones), dark green veggies, rhubarb. Ask you doctor about Vitamin D and calcium
supplements.
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Learn to use a cane correctly:








Always hold your cane on your strongest side.
If you have a “bad” leg (weak or painful) hold the
cane opposite the “bad” leg.
Always move the cane and the opposite leg together.
To go up the stairs, take the first step up with your
strong leg. Then, move the cane and the “bad” leg
to the same step.
To go down the stairs, take the first step down with
the cane and the “bad” leg. Then, lower the strong
leg to that same step.

Wear hip protectors
A hip protector is a lightweight belt or pant with shields to guard the hips against
fractures and give added confidence.

Use a walker for safer travels:



Adjust your walker to your height.
Roll the walker forward as you take steps standing straight into the centre of
the walker.

Learn to use the hand brakes correctly.
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To sit on the seat of the walker:
 Lock firmly in place.
 Turn around slowly; transfer one hand to the opposite walker handle. Keep
hands on both handles as you sit down.
When standing up from a chair or bed with your walker:
 Position walker in front of you and lock the brakes.
 Push up from the bed or chair; the walker could tip if you pull on it.
 Unlock brakes before you start walking.
To transfer to a chair with your walker:
 Walk to the chair and turn around using the walker.
 Back-up to the chair until the back of your legs touch the seat.
 Lock the brakes, reach for chair armrest for support and sit down.
Hardware stores, department stores, drug stores and specialty stores may have useful
devices to help make daily activities easier and safer. (See “Hospital Equipment and
Supplies” in the Yellow Pages.)

Hazards in and around your home
Unsafe surroundings contribute to 30% of both indoor and outdoor falls. Poor
lighting, unsafe footwear, and icy sidewalks are just a few of the environmental
hazards that cause people to fall.
Baseline Data, Ottawa-Carleton Falls Research Project, 1994.

What to do:

1. Identify unsafe areas inside and outside your home
2. Complete the checklist on the following pages.
 Your risk of falling increases with the number of hazards identified with a
“No” answer.
3. Start today to make changes to reduce the hazards in your home.
4. Report hazards outside your home to the proper authorities:
 In an apartment building, store or restaurant, contact the owner or manager.
 In a shopping mall, contact the mall authority.
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Check list for falls prevention in your home
Throughout your home

Floors are not slippery. Spills are wiped up promptly.
Pathways are clear of extension cords and other objects.
Rugs have no ripples or tears.
Scatter mats are removed or securely taped to the floor.
Low tables are removed from the middle of the living room.
All furniture is sturdy.
Chairs have armrests and are the correct, comfortable height.
All light fixtures have a minimum of 60 watt bulbs. Good lighting is installed
in and around the house.
Entrance to every room has a light switch.
Stepladders or step stools are never used.
Items used every day are stored within easy reach.
Exterior stairs are kept free of ice and snow. Sprinkle grit or non–clumping cat litter.
Entrance

Doors open easily.
There is a sturdy seat with armrests.
Mail is within easy reach.
Exterior and interior lighting is good.
Outside pathways are free of lawn furniture, hoses and other objects.
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Stairs (inside and outside)

Stair edges are marked with contrasting colour.
All steps are the same height and the same depth.
Stairs are well lit with a light switch at the bottom and top of stairs.
Stairs have a non-slip surface and are in good repair.
Handrails are present on both sides of stairs.
Handrail height feels comfortable when used for support.
Handrails extend 12 inches beyond top and bottom steps.
Hand wraps around two thirds of handrail.
Stairs are free of clutter or any objects at all times.
Bathroom

Bathtub plug is easy to reach; and to use.
Full-length rubber bathtub mat is used for every bath or shower.
There are at least two grab bars in the tub area.
Portable grab bars (on the side of the tub) do not move when used for support.
Rug outside the bathtub has a rubber backing.
If you have problems getting into or out of the bathtub:
 Use a bath seat.
 Use a hand held shower.
 Ask for help with bathing.
If you have problems sitting on or getting up from the toilet:
 Use raised toilet seat.
 Use a grab bar conveniently located.
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Bedroom

A telephone is easily reached from the bed.
A lamp and flash-light are easily reached from the bed.
The bed is the correct height.
Personal Habits

I move slowly after lying or sitting to prevent dizziness; and sit on the side of
the bed a few minutes before I stand.
I do not hurry.
I always wear well-fitted shoes or slippers with closed and low heels and nonslip soles.
I do not use bath oil and I use liquid soap to avoid bending for soap bar.
I do not wear long skirts, long house coats, or loose slacks that I might trip or
step on.
I turn on a night-light before I go to bed.
I turn on a light when I get up at night.
I avoid using a ladder or step-stool and ask for someone to help to reach high
objects.
Living alone, I use a Personal Emergency Response Calling Service or I
buddy with a neighbour, family or friend for a daily phone call.
Adapted from “A Guide to Preventing Falls”, City of Ottawa
Active Independent Aging was a joint venture between the University of Ottawa and the Public Health and Long-term
Care Branch, City Of Ottawa. For more informationplease visit our website at: www.falls-chutes.com. Funding provided
by Health Canada/Veterans Affairs Canada Falls Prevention Initiative. The views expressed herein do not necessarily
represent the official policies of Health Canada, Veterans Affairs Canada, the University of Ottawa and the Public
Health and Long-term Care Branch, City Of Ottawa. The information in this handout is current as of 2004.
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Handout 2

Test your knowledge about falls
True

False

1. Every year, one out of three elderly people falls.





2. Most falls result in serious injuries.





3. Almost half of all falls occur in the home.





4. After a fall, you should acknowledge that you are
afraid and reduce your activities.





5. Safe equipment is often expensive, difficult to find,
and not very attractive.





6. As you get older, you should enhance the lighting in
every room in your home.





7. You have the right to adapt your dwelling to make it safer,
even if you are a tenant.





8. You should get your vision checked every year.





9. You should exercise at least three times a week.





10. Some medications can increase your risk of falling.





Answers: 1.true, 2.false, 3.true, 4.false. 5. false, 6.true, 7.true, 8.true, 9.true, 10.true

Active Independent Aging was a joint venture between the University of Ottawa and the Public Health and Long-term
Care Branch, City Of Ottawa. For more informationplease visit our website at: www.falls-chutes.com. Funding provided
by Health Canada/Veterans Affairs Canada Falls Prevention Initiative. The views expressed herein do not necessarily
represent the official policies of Health Canada, Veterans Affairs Canada, the University of Ottawa and the Public
Health and Long-term Care Branch, City Of Ottawa. The information in this handout is current as of 2004.
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CMHC’s Home Adaptations for
Seniors’ Independence program
(HASI)
This program helps homeowners and landlords pay for
minor home adaptations to extend the time low-income
seniors can live in their own homes independently.

Who is eligible?
Homeowners and landlords may qualify for assistance as
long as the occupant of the dwelling where the adaptations
will be made meets the following eligibility criteria:






The occupant is 65 or over.
The occupant has difficulty with daily living
activities brought on by aging.
The total household income is below a specified limit for your area.
The dwelling unit is a permanent residence.

What financial assistance is available?
Assistance is a forgivable loan of up to $2500. The loan does not have to be repaid
as long as the homeowner agrees to continue to occupy the unit for the loan
forgiveness period, which is six months. If the adaptation work is being done on
a rental unit, the landlord must agree that rents will not increase as a result. No
repayable loans are available.
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What adaptations can be done?
The adaptations should be minor items that meet the needs of seniors with an agerelated disability. They could be:






handrails
easy-to-reach work and storage areas in the kitchen
lever handles on doors
walk-in showers with grab bars
bathtub grab bars and seats

All adaptations should be permanent and fixed to the dwelling.
Important:

Work carried out before the loan is approved in writing is not eligible for funding
under this program.

For more information contact:
Canada Mortgage and Housing Corporation
Telephone: Toll-free: 1-800-704-6488
Email: rrap_ontario@cmhc-schl.gc.ca
Website: www.cmhc.ca/en/prfias/hasi/readaspr_002.cfm

Other financial assistance from CMHC
If your home requires extensive modifications, such as wider doorways and increased
space for wheelchair maneuvering, consult the Residential Rehabilitation Assistance
Program for Persons with Disabilities.
Active Independent Aging was a joint venture between the University of Ottawa and the Public Health and Long-term
Care Branch, City Of Ottawa. For more informationplease visit our website at: www.falls-chutes.com. Funding provided
by Health Canada/Veterans Affairs Canada Falls Prevention Initiative. The views expressed herein do not necessarily
represent the official policies of Health Canada, Veterans Affairs Canada, the University of Ottawa and the Public
Health and Long-term Care Branch, City Of Ottawa. The information in this handout is current as of 2004.
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Canada’s Physical Activity Guide
to Healthy Active Living for Older
Adults
This two page handout includes information for
older adults on why they should be active, benefits of
physical activity and tips from experts on how often
and how much to be active.
See Section 11: Resources for information on how to get
more copies. Also available is a 22 page Handbook that
expands on the messages in the guide.

Active Independent Aging was a joint venture between the University of Ottawa and the Public Health and Long-term
Care Branch, City Of Ottawa. For more informationplease visit our website at: www.falls-chutes.com. Funding provided
by Health Canada/Veterans Affairs Canada Falls Prevention Initiative. The views expressed herein do not necessarily
represent the official policies of Health Canada, Veterans Affairs Canada, the University of Ottawa and the Public
Health and Long-term Care Branch, City Of Ottawa. The information in this handout is current as of 2004.
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Being active is very safe for most people
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slowly and
build- Handouts
up – listen to your body. Accumulate

30 to 60 minutes of moderate physical activity most days.
Minutes count – add it up 10 minutes at a time. Not sure?
Consult with a health-care professional.

Choose a variety of activities from
each of these three groups:
Endurance

• Continuous activities that make you feel warm
and breathe deeply

• Increase your energy
• Improve your heart, lungs, and circulatory system
Flexibility

• Gentle reaching, bending, and stretching
• Keep your muscles relaxed and joints mobile
• Move more easily and be more agile
Strength & Balance

• Lift weights, do resistance activities
• Improve balance and posture
• Keep muscles and bones strong
• Prevent bone loss
Getting started is easier than you think

• Build physical activity into your daily routine.
• Do the activities you are doing now, more often.
• Walk wherever and whenever you can.
• Start slowly with easy stretching.
• Move around frequently.
• Take the stairs instead of the elevator.
• Carry home the groceries.
• Find activities that you enjoy.
• Try out a class in your community.

Benefits increase
as physical activity
increases
Benefits when starting out:

• Meet new people
• Feel more relaxed
• Sleep better
• Have more fun

Benefits from regular
physical activity:

• Continued independent living
• Better physical and mental health
• Improved quality of life
• More energy
• Move with fewer aches and pains
• Better posture and balance
• Improved self-esteem
• Weight maintenance
• Stronger muscles and bones
• Relaxation and reduced stress
Scientists have proved that

Being active reduces
the risk of:

• Heart disease
• Falls and injuries
• Obesity
• High blood pressure
• Adult- onset diabetes
• Osteoporosis
• Stroke
• Depression
• Colon cancer
• Premature death

For a free copy of the companion Handbook and more information:
1-888-334-9769, or Web site: www.paguide.com

Eating well is also important. Follow Canada’s Food
Guide to Healthy Eating to make wise food choices.
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Handout 5

Benefits of physical activity
Most Canadians know that physical activity is good for their
health. They know that it reduces the risk of heart disease,
prolongs life and helps to maintain a healthy weight. However,
a recent study shows that inactive Canadians are less aware
of the short-term rewards of physical activity. They may
not know that both men and women can fairly quickly get
valuable benefits such as:







Better self-esteem
Less stress
More energy
Better sleep
Relaxation
Prevention of adult-onset diabetes and osteoporosis

In addition, older adults who stay physically active will keep the strength, endurance
and flexibility they need to do everyday tasks independently.
It is never too late to get benefits from physical activity. Now is the time to be active.
Source: Canadian Fitness and Lifestyle Research Institute

Active Independent Aging was a joint venture between the University of Ottawa and the Public Health and Long-term
Care Branch, City Of Ottawa. For more informationplease visit our website at: www.falls-chutes.com. Funding provided
by Health Canada/Veterans Affairs Canada Falls Prevention Initiative. The views expressed herein do not necessarily
represent the official policies of Health Canada, Veterans Affairs Canada, the University of Ottawa and the Public
Health and Long-term Care Branch, City Of Ottawa. The information in this handout is current as of 2004.
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5 tips for getting physically active
1. Get started…
Do some gentle stretching in the morning. You can
stretch in bed or soon after you get up. Take some short
walks every day.

2. Get an active living buddy…
Ask a friend to come with you so that you can keep each
other going.

3. Get real…
Don’t try to do too much. Start off with a few minutes
every day. Over a number of weeks and months you can
build up to doing 30 to 60 minutes every day.

4. Get tracking…

Keep track of your activities
on a calendar

Keep track of your activities on a calendar. It’s fun to see
how active you have been. Keeping track can help you
keep going.

5. Get in the habit…
Everyday activities are great. Take the stairs instead of the elevator. Use a rake
instead of a leaf blower. Walk or bike to the corner store instead of driving. Do
stretching exercises while you watch TV.
Active Independent Aging was a joint venture between the University of Ottawa and the Public Health and Long-term
Care Branch, City Of Ottawa. For more informationplease visit our website at: www.falls-chutes.com. Funding provided
by Health Canada/Veterans Affairs Canada Falls Prevention Initiative. The views expressed herein do not necessarily
represent the official policies of Health Canada, Veterans Affairs Canada, the University of Ottawa and the Public
Health and Long-term Care Branch, City Of Ottawa. The information in this handout is current as of 2004.
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Handout 7

5 tips for staying physically active
1. Have fun…
The perfect activity is the one that is fun for you. If you
aren’t enjoying it, shop around for something you like to do.

2. Have a break…
Everyone has good days and bad days. On the days that you
feel sluggish try a little stretching. If you don’t feel any better
soon, leave it for that day. Move a bit more on the days when
you feel great.

3. Have some variety…
Ask some friends to come
along for a walk.

You can get bored from doing the same thing day after
day. Try something different once in a while. Many
programs will let you try out a class for free.

4. Have a celebration…
Reward yourself for being active. Set some goals and celebrate them. The small goals
are important too—they add up!

5. Have a buddy…
Help someone else get started. Ask a friend or neighbour to come along for a walk.

Active Independent Aging was a joint venture between the University of Ottawa and the Public Health and Long-term
Care Branch, City Of Ottawa. For more informationplease visit our website at: www.falls-chutes.com. Funding provided
by Health Canada/Veterans Affairs Canada Falls Prevention Initiative. The views expressed herein do not necessarily
represent the official policies of Health Canada, Veterans Affairs Canada, the University of Ottawa and the Public
Health and Long-term Care Branch, City Of Ottawa. The information in this handout is current as of 2004.
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Handout 8

Safety tips and stop signs
Before you start:
Being active is safe for most people. Not sure? Consult with your health care provider,
especially if you have been inactive for a while, have a health concern or are on
medication. Becoming more active can often help people with movement and health
problems. Talk to your health care provider to find out what kind of activity would be
helpful for you.

Starting:





Start slowly and build up.
Build up to 30–60 minutes of moderate
physical activity most days.
Minutes count—add it up 10 minutes at a time.

During your activity:







Pay attention—avoid hazards.
Go at your own pace.
Be careful about your movements when starting
new activities.
Start out slowly.
Ask your physical activity leaders if you have
questions. Get information about safety, and
how to do the movements correctly.

Pay attention and avoid
hazards.

ACTIVE INDEPENDENT AGING A community guide for falls prevention and active living
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Stop exercising if you feel:






Dizziness
Nausea
Chest pain
Shortness of breath
Pain in your joints.

For more information see Handout 4
– Canada’s Physical Activity Guide to
Healthy Active Living for Older Adults.

Delay exercising…


If you are recovering from a recent illness such as a cold or flu.

Active Independent Aging was a joint venture between the University of Ottawa and the Public Health and Long-term
Care Branch, City Of Ottawa. For more informationplease visit our website at: www.falls-chutes.com. Funding provided
by Health Canada/Veterans Affairs Canada Falls Prevention Initiative. The views expressed herein do not necessarily
represent the official policies of Health Canada, Veterans Affairs Canada, the University of Ottawa and the Public
Health and Long-term Care Branch, City Of Ottawa. The information in this handout is current as of 2004.
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Winter active, winter smart
Seniors can be active with confidence in winter
Winter is a wonderful time of year! The air is crisp and the
ground is snow covered. It is the perfect time to enjoy a
walk to take in the beauty of the season. But, winter can
be a challenging time of year to get out and about. Here
are a few suggestions to help you stay active and safe in
winter.

Dress for the Occasion
Dress in layers. Long underwear, a fleece or wool sweater,
a wind/water proof jacket are good options. Avoid wearing cotton next to your skin. It
absorbs sweat and stays wet.
Wear a hat and scarf to prevent heat loss. On very cold days cover nose and mouth
with a scarf. Mittens keep hands warmer than gloves and may be easier to wear.
Wear bright colors or add reflective material to clothing, so others can see you better.
Wear sunscreen, SPF 15 or more - just like in the summer! Put it on any skin exposed
to the sun, including lips. Wear sunglasses to protect your eyes on sunny days.

Put Your Best Foot Forward
Wear good boots and warm socks. Make sure there is room
for your toes to wiggle. A good boot will:





be warm and water proof
have a thick, non-slip tread sole
have a wide, low heel
be light weight

Check weather and
sidewalk conditions
before going out. If
weather prevents you
from going out try:
 home

exercises
at home
 mall walking
 walking
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Wear ice grippers on footwear to help prevent falls on snow and ice.
 Grippers improve walking on hard packed snow and icy surfaces.
 Grippers must be removed when walking on smooth surfaces such as stone,
tile, and ceramic.
 Before buying the grippers, check that you are able to attach and remove them
from your boots.

Get Around Safely
Use a cane to help with balance. Have it fitted to the right
height for you. When cane is upside down, end should be
at wrist level. Speak to your doctor or pharmacist about
how to use your cane properly.
Attach an ice pick at the end of your cane. Cane picks
will be slippery on hard surfaces so be sure to flip it back
as you get indoors. Picks are available at most drug stores.
If you need further support use a walker. Cost can be
covered by government programs. Talk with your doctor.
Wear hip protectors, a lightweight belt or pant with shields to
guard the hips. It can help protect the hips against fractures and give added confidence.

Adapted from Winter Active Winter Smart, City of Ottawa

Active Independent Aging was a joint venture between the University of Ottawa and the Public Health and Long-term
Care Branch, City Of Ottawa. For more informationplease visit our website at: www.falls-chutes.com. Funding provided
by Health Canada/Veterans Affairs Canada Falls Prevention Initiative. The views expressed herein do not necessarily
represent the official policies of Health Canada, Veterans Affairs Canada, the University of Ottawa and the Public
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My active living diary
Use this diary to keep track of your activities and to help you keep going. Put it in a
place where it’s easy to see and use… on your fridge or on a table by the door. Fill it
in after each activity. At the end of the month, see if you have reached your goals.
This diary has some examples to help you get started. For more information, see
Handout 4 – Canada’s Physical Activity Guide to Healthy Active Living for Older Adults.
My goals for the month of
 I want to move easier
 I want to be able to be active longer each day
 I want to feel stronger
 Other

Activities I want to do this month
Activity

Day/time

Location

Someone to go
with

Walking

Tues. and Thurs.

Around our block

Mary

(Over: Track your activities.)
ACTIVE INDEPENDENT AGING A community guide for falls prevention and active living
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Keeping track of my activities
Date

Activity/Time

Comments

Example:
Monday, May 1

Walking around the block with
Mary - 20 minutes

Nice sunny day. The spring
flowers are lovely. I think we can
walk further next time.

Active Independent Aging was a joint venture between the University of Ottawa and the Public Health and Long-term
Care Branch, City Of Ottawa. For more informationplease visit our website at: www.falls-chutes.com. Funding provided
by Health Canada/Veterans Affairs Canada Falls Prevention Initiative. The views expressed herein do not necessarily
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Tips for walking
Safety


















Talk to your health care provider before starting any new physical activity
program if you have a health concern, are taking medications, or have been
inactive for a while.
Start out at a slow, easy pace for the first 5 minutes for each walking session to
warm up. Slow down again for 5 minutes at the end of your walk to ‘cool down’.
Don’t overdo it. Walk distances you feel comfortable with.
Go at your own pace. If you are having any difficulty,
slow down.
Stop if you feel any nausea, chest pain, shortness
of breath or pain in your joints. If necessary, get
medical attention.
Carry identification with you.
Walk in places that are safe. Avoid walkways that are
icy, cracked or that have poor lighting.
During very hot or very cold weather, walk indoors
where the temperature is more comfortable.
In hot weather, avoid walking in the heat of the day.
Mornings and evenings may be cooler.
If walking alone, let a friend, family member or
neighbour know where you are. Leave a map of your route on the fridge and a
note to say you have gone walking.

Walking technique



Walk at your own pace.
If you can walk and talk easily—that’s probably a good pace. If you can walk and
sing a song easily—it may be too slow. If you can’t walk and talk without gasping,
you’re going too fast.
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Handout 11

Keep your hands loose and comfortable. Avoid clenching your fists.
Walk with an ordinary stride. Avoid taking longer steps to increase your speed.

Shoes



Wear a good pair of sturdy and comfortable walking shoes.
Check with local shoe stores and your health care
provider for more information about proper footwear
for walking.

Winter Clothing








Dress in layers for warmth and comfort. Walking can
increase your body temperature no matter what the
weather. A hat and scarf can help you stay warm.
If you are going for long walks: polypropylene
underwear and wool provide warmth and take sweat away from your skin. This
helps to avoid getting chilled.
Wear shoes/boots that are safe and comfortable for walking in snow.
Buy ‘ice grippers’ for your boots.
Ski poles and walking sticks can provide extra grip and
balance.

Summer Clothing






Cotton clothes that are lightweight and light coloured
provide comfort and protection from heat and the sun.
Protect yourself from the sun. Wear hats, sunglasses
and sun-screen.
Take plenty of water to drink when the weather is warm.

Active Independent Aging was a joint venture between the University of Ottawa and the Public Health and Long-term
Care Branch, City Of Ottawa. For more informationplease visit our website at: www.falls-chutes.com. Funding provided
by Health Canada/Veterans Affairs Canada Falls Prevention Initiative. The views expressed herein do not necessarily
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Hazard report form
If you trip or fall on a sidewalk or street—report it to the
city. Report hazards on sidewalks or pathways that make
walking or rolling in a wheelchair difficult or dangerous.
These include:









Uneven sidewalk or pathway surfaces
Broken or cracked sidewalks or pathways
Slanted sidewalks or pathways
Obstacles on sidewalks or pathways that prevent
you from walking easily (signs, poles etc.)
Too much snow or icy patches on sidewalks or
pathways
Traffic lights that are too fast to allow you to get
across the street safely

Report hazards to the city.

Your call counts!
Most city road and sidewalk maintenance departments are required to check out all
reported hazards within 24 hours. Depending on the problem, the repair will be done
immediately or put into the city’s maintenance plan. The city staff keep track of
reported problem locations in order to plan for road and sidewalk maintenance.
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Hazard Report Form
Date and time:
Location of the hazard:

Describe the hazard

What is the hazard? Why is it a hazard to older adults? Any suggestions to fix it?

Who was contacted:

 City information line
It may only be necessary to call the city information line. You may want to ask for
the name and number of the person responsible.
Date contacted:
Name:
Telephone:
 City staff responsible for maintenance in the district
Date contacted:
Name:
Telephone:
Address:
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 City councillor
If you are unsatisfied with the response from the city staff person, you may want
to contact your city councillor.
Date contacted:
Name:
Telephone:
Address:
Follow up:

Was the hazard report attended to?
 Yes. When and how? (Congratulations—you have helped older adults in your
community!)

 No. What follow-up action was done? (phone calls, letter, petition, contacting the media)

Thank you letter:

If you are successful in getting action—remember to write a thank you letter to the
city staff or councillors you contacted. We all like encouragement… and you may
need to contact them again!
Date sent:
Active Independent Aging was a joint venture between the University of Ottawa and the Public Health and Long-term
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Physical activity: a fountain of youth
Aging does not have to bring a major decline of the body. Researchers have
concluded that a physically active lifestyle is a fountain of youth.
Test your knowledge of physical activity by indicating whether the following
statements are true or false.
True

False

1. Cardiovascular fitness decreases by about 1 per cent a year
after the age of 25.
2. Physically active people have poorer memory and reaction
times.
3. Muscle strength can increase up to 200% in older adults,
gains that are hard to find in younger people.
4. Fear of injury is an obstacle to physical activity that older
adults can’t overcome.
5. Balance ability and confidence can be boosted through
physical activity.
6. Physical activity lowers blood pressure.
7. Moderate activity several times a week will protect against
heart disease.
8. More older women die of heart disease than men.
9. It is too late for inactive adults who have joint stiffness to
do anything about it.
10. Older adults who plan to do more physical activity through
walking should consult their physician.
ACTIVE INDEPENDENT AGING A community guide for falls prevention and active living
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Now compare your answers to the explanations.
1. Cardiovascular fitness decreases by about 1 per cent a year after the age
of 25. Statement one is true. The decline in cardiovascular fitness in less active
adults results in a diminished reserve for strenuous exercise. The good news is
that aerobic exercise at moderate to high intensity improves cardiovascular fitness.
All that’s required is an activity such as brisk walking that makes you feel warm or
sweat a little, breathe harder and feel your heart beating faster.
2. Physically active people have poorer memory and reaction times. Statement
two is false. Aerobic fitness in fact increases memory and reaction time.
3. Muscle strength can increase up to 200% in older
adults, gains that are hard to find in younger
people. Statement three is true. Muscle strength does
decline with age, but training programs over several
weeks can lead to great gains in strength among older
adults. This is true especially for frail individuals.
Increased muscle activity can reverse serious functioning
difficulties due to sedentary living. It can substantially
improve prospects for independent living.
4. Fear of injury is an obstacle to physical activity that older adults can’t overcome.
Statement four is false. Fear of injury through physical activity is an unnecessary worry.
With common sense, progressive training and opportunity for rest, most injuries can be
avoided.
5. Balance ability and confidence can be boosted through physical activity.
Statement five is true. Physical activity can improve leg and ankle strength, which
can reduce the risk of falling. Many falls are caused by external factors such as
poor lighting, scatter rugs, cluttered floors or ice. With appropriate planning, these
factors can be either eliminated or minimized. An active lifestyle will take care of
intrinsic factors, such as muscle weakness, poor reaction time and dizziness.
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6. Physical activity lowers blood pressure. Statement six
is partly true. Physical activity does lower blood pressure
in people with high blood pressure. It does not lower
blood pressure in people with normal blood pressure.
7. Moderate activity several times a week will protect
against heart disease. Statement seven is true. Most
of the information on coronary heart disease comes
from men aged 40 to 50, but it shows that moderate
exercise protects against heart disease and deaths from
all causes. Active older people have the heart fitness of
adults many years younger.
8. More older women die of heart disease than men. Statement eight is true. Statistics
show that 44% of older women die of heart disease compared with 41% of men.
9. It is too late for inactive adults who have joint stiffness to do anything about
it. Statement nine is false. Sedentary older adults who have reduced joint mobility
can improve their flexibility with stretching exercises at any age. Tying shoelaces,
climbing stairs or playing golf can all become easy with adequate joint mobility.
10. Older adults who plan to do more physical activity through walking should
consult their physician. Statement ten is false. In fact, it is people who take up
sedentary living who are significantly increasing their health risks and should be
consulting their physicians!
What now? Get moving! Research shows that daily activity improves function in
older adults. So why not find a pair of comfortable shoes and start a pleasant routine
of walking—alone or with friends—10 to 15 minutes every day?
Active Independent Aging was a joint venture between the University of Ottawa and the Public Health and Long-term
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Add it up!
Use this form to keep track of your daily physical activity. Simply record the minutes
spent on each activity every day. Use this over time to monitor your progress.
Date:
Activity

Minutes

Morning stretches
Housework
Climbing stairs

Walking







to/from bus stop
to do errands
at mall
for pleasure
other: (example: walking the dog)

Strength exercise while watching TV
Other activities
Total
Active Independent Aging was a joint venture between the University of Ottawa and the Public Health and Long-term
Care Branch, City Of Ottawa. For more informationplease visit our website at: www.falls-chutes.com. Funding provided
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Section TEN

Activity Tools
Introduction
This section contains some resources for your programs. They can help you provide
programs in your centre.
Note: Activity Tool 3 - PAR-Q and Activity Tool 4 - Physical activities: Participant’s waiver
are strongly recommended as part of a registration procedure for any physical activity
program. The PAR-Q form can advise participants if they need to see their health
care provider.
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Activity Tool 1

Use your sea legs in the bathroom!
Objectives
After completing this activity, participants will be able to:
1. Identify at least two ways of improving their bathroom safety
2. Enter and leave a bathtub safely, using appropriate technical supports

Required materials







Illustration: “Hands and knees method of standing up in a bathtub”
Buyer’s guide: “Practical items for your bathroom”
Checklist: “Do you use your sea legs in the bathroom?”
A bathtub for practicing transfers (if a bathtub is not available, use a few
cardboard boxes or pictures).
Illustration: “Use your sea legs in the bathroom!”

Meeting plan
Introduction



Review of proper footwear
Presentation of capsule topic

Activities



The story of Mrs. Lucky
Entering and exiting a bathtub safely

Conclusion



Review of highlights
Closing
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Introduction
Review of proper footwear

Ask participants whether they found any shoes in their closet that might be good
candidates for a “lemon prize”? What have they done with them?
Presentation of capsule topic

Explain that the capsule is about things that every participant can do to improve their
safety in a bathroom.

Activities
The story of Mrs. Lucky

Tell the story of Mrs. Lucky to explore unsafe behaviour and the dangers in a bathroom.
“Mrs. Lucky goes to the bathroom. As she nears the bathtub, she trips on a shag mat
crinkled up on the floor. Luckily, she catches her balance and does not fall.
She fills the bathtub with hot water and pours in two capfuls of bath oil. Then, she
drops her bathrobe on the mat and steps in the bathtub with a firm grip… on the
towel bar. Luckily, the towel bar only bends. It doesn’t break.
After enjoying her hot bath, Mrs. Lucky decides to wash her hair. To lift herself up
from the tub, she grabs on to the soap holder attached to the wall. Suddenly, the soap
holder breaks off the wall. Luckily, she manages to stand up anyway.
Now that she’s standing, she realizes that she forgot to pull the plug to empty the
ACTIVE INDEPENDENT AGING A community guide for falls prevention and active living
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tub. She leans over and hits her head on the faucet. Luckily, she manages to stay on
her feet anyway and to pull the plug.
As she washes her hair under the shower, Mrs. Lucky feels dizzy. To regain her
balance, she clutches the shower curtain, which rips under the strain. Luckily, the
dizziness passes and she turns off the taps.
She leaves the bathtub. As she lifts one leg over the side of the tub, she slips on the
oily bottom. Miraculously, she ends up sitting astride the side of the tub, safe and
sound. She breathes a sigh of relief and stands up.
Once out of the tub, Mrs. Lucky stretches to reach for a towel. As she does, she
catches her foot on the bathrobe lying on the floor. Unfortunately, Mrs. Lucky falls,
flat on her face, on the bathroom floor.
Participants’ advice to Mrs. Lucky

Ask participants for their help in identifying the risks that might cause Mrs. Lucky to
fall and in coming up with alternatives (chart):
“What advice would you give Mrs. Lucky?”
Risks
Possible Alternatives
A crinkled up bath mat as she Purchase a low-pile mat with a slip-resistant backing.
gets in the tub
Using bath oil
Instead, use body lotion after bathing.
Clutter (her bathrobe on the Install hooks to hang up clothing.
floor)
Unsafe supports (towel bar, Install firmly fastened grab bars to the wall or side
soap holder, shower curtain) of the bathtub.
Risk of dizziness when she
Install a hand-held shower and wash hair while
washes her hair
sitting down.
Leaving the bathtub with wet Dry off before leaving the bathtub. If necessary,
feet
install a hook or towel bar within easy reach of the
bathtub.
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Mrs. Lucky’s reservations

As participants try to identify alternatives, perform a role-play in which they have to
convince Mrs. Lucky to change her behaviour and organize her bathroom differently.
After each suggestion, she expresses her reservations. To get participants to respond,
ask them:
“What would you say to convince Mrs. Lucky?”
The aim of these activities is to create “cognitive dissonance” in participants. More
specifically, as they come up with arguments to convince Mrs. Lucky, participants
may start to feel uncomfortable about their own unsafe behaviour. To resolve this
contradiction, they may start practising the safe behaviors they recommended to Mrs.
Lucky. This is the discomfort principle created by “do what I say and not what I do.”
Reservation: “I’ve been bathing this way for 65 years and I never fell before. I’m too
old to change my habits now!”
Argument: Over the years, your life has changed in many different ways. The new
habits you developed became automatic over time. Now that you know about the
dangers in your bathroom, you will find new ways of dealing with them.
Reservation: “My shag bathmat is a little slippery, but it matches the colour of the
ceramic tiles in my bathroom.”
Argument: A wide selection of bathroom safety accessories is now available on the
market. You can certainly find another mat that matches your bathroom but has a
low pile and a non-slip backing.
Reservation: “A bath chair is too expensive and I don’t know where to buy one.”
Argument: It’s true that safety devices are an expense. However, if you compare the
cost to what could happen if you fell, the decision may be easier. A lot of technical
aids are now sold in drug stores and department stores. You can also check whether
you are eligible for the program “Home Adaptations for Seniors’ Independence ”
from CMHC (see Section 9: Handout 3),
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Reservation: “I don’t like rubber mats. They’re difficult to clean.”
Argument: You don’t have to clean the mat every time you take a bath. Once in a
while, you can put it in the washing machine with a load of laundry.
Reservation: “I don’t need a grab bar. I hold on to the soap holder and the towel
bar. I’ve been doing that for twenty years and I never fell before.”
Argument: Soap holders and towel bars are not designed to support the weight of
a person. Many people have had a nasty surprise when their soap holder or towel bar
fell even though they had been using them for years.
Reservation: “I can’t install grab bars because I rent.”
Argument: The rules on this matter are clear. You do not require your landlord’s
permission to install grab bars. However, your landlord may require, when you move,
that you leave the grab bars on the wall or repair the wall. The simplest solution
is probably to talk to the landlord about it. Your landlord may offer to install the
devices for you.

Safely entering and exiting a bathtub
Remember that bathroom falls can be very dangerous and that entering and exiting a
bathtub is a complicated task that demands a lot of balance.
Show participants how to enter and leave a bathtub safely
and ask interested participants to practice the maneuver.
If a bathtub is not available, give a demonstration.
Hand out the sheet on “Hands and feet method for
standing in a bathtub.”
Discuss the major items of bathtub safety devices using
the buyer’s guide, “Practical items for your bathroom,” and hand A bath board
Source: ASSTSAS, 1997
out a copy to each participant.
Give the names of neighborhood dealers who sell or install grab bars.
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Hands and feet method for standing in a bathtub
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Conclusion
Review of highlights

Hand out the illustration, “Use your sea legs in the bathroom!” and the checklist,
“Do you use your sea legs in the bathroom?” Remind participants about the most
important bathroom safety rules:
 Install proper non-skid mats
 Use safety supports (for example, wall-mounted grab bars)
 Use a safe technique for entering and exiting the bathtub
Closing

Congratulate participants for the good advice they gave to Mrs. Lucky and encourage
them to apply the same principles themselves in their own bathrooms.
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Buyer’s Guide - Practical items for your bathroom
Product

Which one?
Wall-mounted grab bar
Non-slip surface
Well attached to the wall

Bathtub grab bar/bath handle
(edge of the bathtub)

Where to
Price
buy it?
Hardware store From
Pharmacy
$25
Speciality shop

Speciality shop From
$50

Do not pull on it when sitting in the
bathtub
Hand-held shower with wall hanger
6-foot long hose
Hand-held, controls water output

Speciality shop About
$40

Rubber bath mat with suction cups
(for example: Rubbermaid®)

Department
About
store
$20
Hardware store

Mat by the bathtub with rubber
backing

Department
About
store
$15
Hardware store
Pharmacy

Choose a mat made of short pile
Long-reaching brush
For the back and feet

Department
store
Hardware store
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Product

Which one?
Non-slip strips
(edge of the bath)

Where to
Price
buy it?
Hardware store

If you use the edge of the bathtub to
get out
Bath stool or bench

Pharmacy
From
Speciality shop $55

Bath seat

Pharmacy
From
Speciality shop $85 (or
home
made)

To get in and out of the bath in a
sitting position
To take a shower
Easy-to-use stopper
With floater
Foot-actuated
Raised toilet seat

Department
store
Hardware store

Pharmacy
From
Speciality shop $45

Choose a model that is well-fitted to
toilet

Toilet frame

Speciality shop
Pharmacy
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Checklist: “Do you use your sea legs in the bathroom?”
Done

To do

1. The whole bathroom is well lit.





2. You always turn on the light.





3. Passageways are not obstructed.





4. There is a towel rack near the bathtub.





5. There is a rubber mat in the bathtub.





6. There is a non-skid pile mat on the floor by the bathtub.





7. There is a grab bar where you get into the bathtub.





8. There is a long diagonal grab bar inside the bathtub.





9. You use grab bars to get in and out of the bathtub.





10. The bathtub stopper is easy to use.





11. You dry yourself before getting out of the bathtub.





12. You avoid using bath oil.





13. There is a solid grab bar near the toilet.
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Information for facilitators
Bathroom safety techniques and devices
The bathroom is one room in the home where the risk of injury is high given:







The complexity of bathroom activities
The nature of surfaces (for example: slippery tiles)
The materials and shape of accessories (for example, sanitary devices and
plumbing fixtures are potentially blunt objects)
The frequent use of this room, at all times of the day or night
The potentially dangerous products used (oils, soap, powder)

To lower the risk of falling in the bathroom, seniors are advised to develop new
habits and use safety devices.

Changing habits
A shower or a bath?

Standing up from a bathtub demands good balance, good coordination and very
good strength in the legs and arms. Therefore, many seniors choose to shower sitting
down on a bath chair. For those that choose to shower standing up, or who continue
to bathe in a bathtub, it is extremely important that they use firmly anchored, nonslip grab bars.
Entering and exiting the bathtub

There are two ways of entering and exiting a bathtub: either seated or standing.
Seated transfer is the safest method because it does not require balancing on one leg.
Using equipment such as a bath board, the person sits down before placing their legs
in the tub.
Entering and exiting a bathtub while standing demands good leg strength, good
coordination and good balance while standing on one leg. For people who prefer to
enter or exit the tub while standing and then sit on the bottom of the bathtub, the
“hands and feet” method is recommended.
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Choosing safety devices
Technical aids are chosen according to the transfer method preferred by the seniors
and the features of their bathrooms. The following are the most commonly used
safety devices for taking a bath or shower.
Wall-mounted grab bars

The most useful is the 12-inch wall-mounted bar, installed vertically at the bathtub
entrance to help step over the side of the tub. Install it at the user’s elbow-height.
Sometimes, a 16-inch bar is installed diagonally on the soap holder wall. This bar
can be useful for grabbing onto in order to stand up in the bathtub or to hold while
showering. Select a non-slip bar.
Bathtub grab bar (bath handle)

The grab bar or bath handle is fastened to the side of the tub. It can help users step
over the side of the tub instead of the 12-inch wall-mounted bar. The grab bar must
be firmly fastened, and it is therefore important to find a model suited to the existing
bathtub. The parts of the grab bar in contact with the bathtub must be non-slip and
as large as possible.
WARNING, some department stores sell unsafe grab bars.
Using the sink as a support

Many seniors use their sink or counter to lean on while entering or exiting their
bathtub. This method can be safe if:




The sink is very close to the bathtub and therefore within easy reach, even
when leaving the bathtub
The sink is mounted in a cabinet or on firm legs (hardware stores sell legs for
installation under sinks.)

Hand-held shower

Hand-held showers allow people to shower while sitting down. A six-foot hose allows
a person to shower even while sitting on the bottom of the tub. A hand-held shower
can be installed along with a regular showerhead using a switch. We recommend buying
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a hand-controlled shower that includes a wall-mounted support (for example, a hook).
The wall-mounted support must be installed within reach, according to the person’s
position while washing.
Bath chairs

Bath chairs (with a back), stools (without a back) or bath boards are useful for
showering. These devices can be used along with a wall-mounted bar in the bathtub
to assist in standing up or sitting down.
Non-skid mats

Regardless of the transfer method chosen or devices used, good non-skid mats inside
and beside the bathtub are necessary. In the bathtub, use a rubber mat with suction
cups (Rubbermaid variety). This mat is available in many sizes and colours. Other
non-skid materials (for example, adhesive flowers) are less safe.
Beside the bathtub, select a flat, low-pile mat without a fringe and with a rubber
backing. If a person uses the side of the bathtub for support, it should be equipped
with non-slip strips.
Raised toilet seats

Raised toilet seats are useful aids for standing up from a low toilet, especially for
persons with diminished strength or leg pain. Many different models are available and
all are easy to install: some can be adjusted using a screw or metal fasteners, while
others are simply filled with water. Some safety toilet seats also have armrests. Select
the safest model according to the kind of toilet in the home.
Grab bars for toilets

Grab bars for toilets are adjustable in height. It is often easier to stand up from
the toilet using these bars than using a wall-mounted bar. Grab bars for toilets are
installed on the screws that hold the toilet seat in place.
Bathtub cleaning brush

To safely clean a bathtub, a long-handled brush is recommended, used while kneeling
on a large, folded towel.
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Installing safety devices
Poorly installed or wrongly used, safety devices can become a serious cause of falls.
Ensure that installation directions are followed carefully. For example, grab bars must
be securely fastened to wall studs. Although the cost is higher, it might be best to
have a professional install these devices (for example, orthopedic device suppliers).

Sources
Association pour la santé et la sécurité au travail, Secteur Affaires sociales
(ASSTSAS). (1997). Postures de travail sécuritaires à domicile et autonomie des personnes.
Montreal: ASSTSAS.
Lemieux, C. & Paquet, C. (1999). Sécurité dans la salle de bains. Guide de sensibilisation
relatif à l’aménagement, au comportement et à l’entretien sécuritaire de la salle de bains par les
personnes âgées vivant à domicile. Gaspé (Qc.): Direction de la santé publique GaspésieÎles-de-la-Madeleine.

Used with permission from the Régie Régionale de la santé et des services sociaux de Montréal
Centre , Programme Intégré d’Équilibre Dynamique (PIED).

Active Independent Aging was a joint venture between the University of Ottawa and the Public Health and Long-term
Care Branch, City Of Ottawa. For more informationplease visit our website at: www.falls-chutes.com. Funding provided
by Health Canada/Veterans Affairs Canada Falls Prevention Initiative. The views expressed herein do not necessarily
represent the official policies of Health Canada, Veterans Affairs Canada, the University of Ottawa and the Public
Health and Long-term Care Branch, City Of Ottawa. The information in this handout is current as of 2004.
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On the stairs and outdoors, keep a
firm footing!
Objectives
After completing this capsule, participants will be able to:
1. Identify at least one way of improving safety on stairs and outdoors
2. Say why it is important to pay attention to what we do when walking outdoors

Required Materials




Checklist: “On the stairs and outdoors, keep a firm footing!”
“Practical items for the outdoors” buyers guide
Illustration: “On the stairs and outdoors, keep a firm footing!”

Meeting Plan
Introduction



Review on using medication properly
Presentation of capsule topic

Activities




Stair safety
Getting out in winter and summer
Keeping your balance, a task that demands attention

Conclusion



Review of highlights
Closing
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Introduction
Presentation of Activity

Inform participants that the activity is about things that every participant can do to
improve their safety on stairs or outdoors.

Activities
Stair Safety

Ask participants whether they believe that their stairway and entry way are completely
safe. Use the checklist, “On the stairs and outdoors, keep a firm footing!”
Possible topics for discussion
 “Some people leave different objects on their stair landing. What do you think
about that?”






“What can people do to make outdoor stairs less slippery?”
• Use non-skid paints
• Sweep the steps
• Spread salt or sand
• In winter, use cocoa matting firmly fastened to the stairs
“What can be done to prevent slipping on wet entry way floors?”
• Install a rubber entrance mat
“What do you do, or can you do, to improve your safety when you go up and
down stairs?”
• Hold on to the railing
• Always watch your feet
• Move slowly, concentrating on what you are doing

It might be helpful to take participants to the facility’s stairway and ask them to
identify potential hazards and recommend possible solutions.
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Getting out, in winter and in summer

Ask participants to identify concerns they have when they leave their home in
summer and in winter. Encourage the group to find solutions for improving safety
when they go outside their home. Start the discussion with open-ended questions.
Avoiding focussing on special conditions only (for example, freezing rain).
During the discussion, present some of the articles in the “Practical items for the
outdoors” buyer’s guide.
Points to cover
 Wear sunglasses in summer.
 When the sidewalks are slippery, use taxis or delivery services (refer
participants to the list of resources in their neighbourhood).
Keeping your balance, a task that demands attention

Discuss the importance of paying careful attention when moving around outdoors.
As we grow older, it becomes more difficult to stay balanced while thinking about
other things or doing other tasks at the same time. Even talking while walking can
break a person’s concentration and increase the risk of a fall.
As the years go by, it also becomes easier to lose our balance when we encounter
unexpected things in the environment (for example, a small crack in the floor or an
animal passing nearby).
“What concrete actions can be taken to concentrate more effectively on the task
at hand?”







Take our time and analyze the potential risks in our surroundings before
heading out.
Stop walking when we have to do something else, such as find keys or read an
address.
Do not read while walking.
Watch where we step and keep our hands free.
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Conclusion
Review of Highlights

Hand out the illustration, “On the stairs and outdoors, keep a firm footing!” Remind
participants about the two most important ways of improving safety on stairs and
outdoors:
 Pay attention to what we are doing
 Go slowly
Closing

Remind participants that physical activity and safe environments are important in
preventing falls.
Thank participants.
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Buyer’s Guide - Practical items for the outdoors
Product

Which one?

Where to
buy it?

Cleats for boots

Pharmacy

Price

Remember to remove them when
indoors

Ice pick for canes

Pharmacy
Speciality shop

Remember to remove it when
indoors

Shoulder bag

Department store

Shopping cart

Department store
Hardware store

Jute runner for the stairs

Hardware store

Photosensitive outdoor lamp

Hardware store
Department store

Lights up automatically when it gets
dark
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Checklist: On the stairs and outdoors, keep a firm footing!
Done

To do

1. The handrail runs continuously from the top to the
bottom of the entire flight of stairs.





2. You always hold on to the handrail when going up or
down the stairs.





3. You do not put objects down on the landing or on the
stairs.





4. The entrance and stairs are well lighted.





5. The steps are not slippery.





6. All stairs are stable and of the same height.





7. If there is carpeting on the stairs, it is firmly fastened.





8. Outside stairs are non-slip.





9. There is a nightlight or a light that comes on automatically
in the entrance.





10. There is a chair near the entrance so you can sit when
putting on your shoes.





11. When you walk outside, you pay attention to your route.





12. You avoid walking around with your hands in your
pockets or holding packages in your hands.





13. You always look where you step when you are walking.
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Information for Facilitators
Stairs
Walking up and down stairs: a complex activity

In the United States, the Consumer Product Safety Commission determined in
the 1970s that stairs were the most dangerous consumer product (Archea, 1985).
The risk of injury on stairs increases with age, and women living alone seem at the
highest risk (Startzell et al., 2000). Stair-related falls and injuries occur much more
often when walking down the stairs (Tinetti, Speechley & Ginter, 1988).
The authors think that perceptual errors caused by architectural defects account for a
large number of falls (Startzell et al., 2000). Changes in the perceptual functions of
seniors may be another cause. Negotiating a staircase involves a number of systems:
visual, proprioceptive, vestibular, cardiac and musculo-skeletal (Startzell et al, 2000).
When using stairs, our brain apparently records, from the first steps, the height of
the stairs and space available for our feet (Achea, Collings & Stahl, 1979). In the
middle of the staircase, visual points of reference are used less, and proprioception
is the sense used most, as our brain assumes that all of the steps are the same.
Proprioception may also play an important role in placing the foot on the first stair
when walking down a staircase (Startzell et al., 2000).
Bi-focal glasses can negatively affect stair safety because they can create visual
distortions (Startzell et al., 2000).
Stair Behaviour

Seniors consider negotiating a staircase to be one of the five most complex daily
activities they deal with (Williamson & Fried in Startzell et al., 2000).
Compared to younger people, seniors are more cautious on stairs. Nevertheless, almost
one-half of seniors admit to one or more unsafe behaviours (Startzell et al., 2000):
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Using stairs while wearing only socks or unsafe footwear
Not holding the handrail
Leaving objects on the stairs

Carrying objects on stairs has also been identified as a behaviour frequently
associated with falls on stairs (Startzell et al., 2000).
Use of a handrail improves stair safety in a number of ways (Startzell et al., 2000):





As a pivot point for changing direction on the stairs
To reduce the load on lower limbs
As a reference point for orientation
To prevent falls in cases where a person loses balance

Safe stairs

For information, the following chart presents the major structural elements to
consider in order to make stairs safer (Pauls, 1998).
Stairs















Maximum height: 7” (180 mm)
Minimal depth: 11” (280 mm)
All steps of equal size (± 5 mm)
Mark separate, isolated steps or steps of different size (contrasting strip)
Remove carpets and under pads over 3/8” thick (10 mm).
Fasten step coverings securely.
Use a non-slip finish.
Outdoors, incline steps by 1 degree.
Standardize, and round the edges of protruding stairs (seniors catch their feet
on them).
For steps more than 11” deep, do not have protruding step edges.
Avoid stair coverings with visual distractions (checkered patterns).
Install lighting that ensures a clear view of the edges of the steps.
Mark the edges of the steps if they are not clearly discernible.
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Install non-glare lighting that does not cast shadows.
Install a switch at each end of the staircase or photosensitive lighting.
Install a nightlight kept on at all times.

Handrails













Install at least one handrail, regardless of the number of steps.
In very wide public staircases, install a handrail at the location used most often.
In staircases used by crowds of people, handrails must be located 60” (1.5 m) apart.
Handrails must begin before the steps and extend beyond them.
Install a handrail that can be grasped between thumb and fingers to ensure a
firm grip.
Allow enough space for the hand to fit between the wall and the handrail.
Install a handrail at approximate elbow height for an adult, at 36” or 39”
(90-100 cm).
Install handrails in a colour that contrasts with the background.
Repair or replace broken handrails.
Firmly fasten handrails to walls and stair balusters.

Keeping balanced, a task that demands attention

For a long time, people thought that good posture was such a well-learned task
that it was automatic (Dault, Geurts, Mulder & Duysens, 2001). And yet, in recent
years, researchers have shown that it is more difficult, especially for seniors, to keep
their balance when performing a task that demands attention (Marsh & Geel, 2001;
Melzer, Benjuya & Kalanski, 2001; Ranking, Woollacott, Shumway-Cook & Brown,
2000; Redfern, Jennings, Martin & Furman, 2001; Shumway-Cook, Woollacott, Kerns
& Baldwin, 1997).
Furthermore, it has been proven that seniors more readily lose their balance when
mobile visual elements enter their field of vision (Borger, Whitney, Redfern &
Furman, 1999). This suggests that as we grow older, keeping our balance demands an
increasing amount of attention (Shumway-Cook & Woollacott, 2000) and that seniors
may be at greater risk of falling when they move during multiple-task situations
(Marsh & Geel, 2000).
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And yet, in daily life, seniors are constantly confronted with dual task situations, often
in environmental conditions that challenge the sensorial systems involved in balance.
For example: walking on an uneven sidewalk and turning their heads as a bus passes
by, or walking in a poorly lit garage while searching their pockets for keys. Transitional
areas, such as vestibules and entrance ways, are locations where these complex
situations are likely to occur (Reinsch, MacRae, Lachenbruch & Tobis, 1992).

Sources
Achea, J., Collings, B. & Stahl, F. (1979). Guidelines for stair safety. Vol. Series 120.
Washington: U.S. Government Printing Office.
Archea, J. (1985). Environmental factors associated with stair accidents by the elderly.
Clinics in Geriatric Medicine, 1(3): 1555-569.
Borger, LL., Whitney, SL., Redfern, MS. & Furman, JM. (1999). The influence of
dynamic visual environments on postural sway in the elderly. J Vestib Res, 9(3):197205.
Dault, MC., Geurts, AC., Mulder, TW. & Duysens, J. (2001). Postural control and
cognitive task performance in healthy participants while balancing on different
support-surface configurations. Gait Posture, 14(3): 248-55.
Marsh, AP. & Geel, SE. (2000). The effect of age on the attentional demands of postural
control. Gait Posture, 12(2): 105-113.
Melzer, I., Benjuya, N. & Kaplanski, J. (2001). Age-related changes of postural
control: effect of cognitive task. Gerontology, 47(4): 189-94.
Pauls, J. (1998). Benefit-cost analysis and housing affordability: The case of stairway
usability, safety, design and related requirements and guidelines for new and existing homes. Pacific
Rim Conference of Building Officials. Convention proceedings, Hawaii.
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Rankin, JK., Woollacott, MH., Shumway-Cook, A. & Brown, LA. (2000). Cognitive
influence on postural stability: a neuromuscular analysis in young and older adults. J.
Gerontol A Biol Med Sci 55(3): M112-9.
Reinsch, S., MacRae, P., Lachenbruch, PA & Tobis, JS. (1992). Why do healthy older
adults fall ? Behavioral and environmental risk: Physical & Occupational therapy in
Geriatrics, 11 (1): 1-14.
Shumway-Cook, A. & Woollacott, M. (2000). Attentional demands and postural
control: the effect of sensory context. J. Gerontol A Biol. Sci Med Sci, 55(1): M10-M16.
Shumway-Cook, A., Woollacott, M., Kerns, KA. & Baldwin, M. (1997). The effect of
two types of cognitive tasks on postural stability in older adults with and without a
history of falls. J Gerontol. A Biol Sci Med Sci: 52(4): M232-M240.
Startzell, JK., Owens, DA., Mulfinger, LM. & Cavanagh, PR. (2000). Stair negotiation
in older people: a review. J Am Geriatr Soc, 48(5): 567-80.
Tinetti, M., Speechley, M. & Ginter, S. (1988). Risk factors for falls among elderly
persons living in the community. N Engl J Med, 319: 1701-1707.

Used with permission from the Régie Régionale de la santé et des services sociaux de Montréal
Centre , Programme Intégré d’Équilibre Dynamique (PIED).

Active Independent Aging was a joint venture between the University of Ottawa and the Public Health and Long-term
Care Branch, City Of Ottawa. For more informationplease visit our website at: www.falls-chutes.com. Funding provided
by Health Canada/Veterans Affairs Canada Falls Prevention Initiative. The views expressed herein do not necessarily
represent the official policies of Health Canada, Veterans Affairs Canada, the University of Ottawa and the Public
Health and Long-term Care Branch, City Of Ottawa. The information in this handout is current as of 2004.
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PAR-Q
The PAR-Q (Physical Activity Readiness Questionnaire) is an important part of a
registration procedure. It can help your members find out
if they can start being active. If they answer ‘yes’ to any
of the questions, they should see their health care provider
before they start any physical activity program. It is
recommended that members complete, sign and return the
PAR-Q form to the activity organizer before joining any
exercise session. Leaders should read the completed PARQ forms, highlight any pertinent information, and keep
them for the duration of the program.
See Section 11: Resources for information on how to get more copies.

Active Independent Aging was a joint venture between the University of Ottawa and the Public Health and Long-term
Care Branch, City Of Ottawa. For more informationplease visit our website at: www.falls-chutes.com. Funding provided
by Health Canada/Veterans Affairs Canada Falls Prevention Initiative. The views expressed herein do not necessarily
represent the official policies of Health Canada, Veterans Affairs Canada, the University of Ottawa and the Public
Health and Long-term Care Branch, City Of Ottawa. The information in this handout is current as of 2004.
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PAR-Q & YOU

Physical Activity Readiness
Questionnaire - PAR-Q
(revised 2002)

(A Questionnaire for People Aged 15 to 69)
Regular physical activity is fun and healthy, and increasingly more people are starting to become more active every day. Being more active is very safe for most
people. However, some people should check with their doctor before they start becoming much more physically active.
If you are planning to become much more physically active than you are now, start by answering the seven questions in the box below. If you are between the
ages of 15 and 69, the PAR-Q will tell you if you should check with your doctor before you start. If you are over 69 years of age, and you are not used to being
very active, check with your doctor.
Common sense is your best guide when you answer these questions. Please read the questions carefully and answer each one honestly: check YES or NO.
YES

NO

If
you
answered

1.

Has your doctor ever said that you have a heart condition and that you should only do physical activity
recommended by a doctor?

2.

Do you feel pain in your chest when you do physical activity?

3.

In the past month, have you had chest pain when you were not doing physical activity?

4.

Do you lose your balance because of dizziness or do you ever lose consciousness?

5.

Do you have a bone or joint problem (for example, back, knee or hip) that could be made worse by a
change in your physical activity?

6.

Is your doctor currently prescribing drugs (for example, water pills) for your blood pressure or heart condition?

7.

Do you know of any other reason why you should not do physical activity?

YES to one or more questions
Talk with your doctor by phone or in person BEFORE you start becoming much more physically active or BEFORE you have a fitness appraisal. Tell
your doctor about the PAR-Q and which questions you answered YES.
• You may be able to do any activity you want — as long as you start slowly and build up gradually. Or, you may need to restrict your activities to
those which are safe for you. Talk with your doctor about the kinds of activities you wish to participate in and follow his/her advice.
• Find out which community programs are safe and helpful for you.

➔

NO to all questions
If you answered NO honestly to all PAR-Q questions, you can be reasonably sure that you can:
• start becoming much more physically active – begin slowly and build up gradually. This is the
safest and easiest way to go.
• take part in a fitness appraisal – this is an excellent way to determine your basic fitness so
that you can plan the best way for you to live actively. It is also highly recommended that you
have your blood pressure evaluated. If your reading is over 144/94, talk with your doctor
before you start becoming much more physically active.

DELAY BECOMING MUCH MORE ACTIVE:
• if you are not feeling well because of a temporary illness such as
a cold or a fever – wait until you feel better; or
• if you are or may be pregnant – talk to your doctor before you
start becoming more active.

PLEASE NOTE: If your health changes so that you then answer YES to
any of the above questions, tell your fitness or health professional.
Ask whether you should change your physical activity plan.

Informed Use of the PAR-Q: The Canadian Society for Exercise Physiology, Health Canada, and their agents assume no liability for persons who undertake physical activity, and if in doubt after completing
this questionnaire, consult your doctor prior to physical activity.

No changes permitted. You are encouraged to photocopy the PAR-Q but only if you use the entire form.
NOTE: If the PAR-Q is being given to a person before he or she participates in a physical activity program or a fitness appraisal, this section may be used for legal or administrative purposes.

"I have read, understood and completed this questionnaire. Any questions I had were answered to my full satisfaction."
NAME ________________________________________________________________________
SIGNATURE _______________________________________________________________________________

DATE______________________________________________________

SIGNATURE OF PARENT _______________________________________________________________________
or GUARDIAN (for participants under the age of majority)

WITNESS ___________________________________________________

Note: This physical activity clearance is valid for a maximum of 12 months from the date it is completed and
becomes invalid if your condition changes so that you would answer YES to any of the seven questions.
© Canadian Society for Exercise Physiology
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4 -7 days a week
Continuous activities
for your heart, lungs
and circulatory system.
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4 -7 days a week
Gentle reaching, bending
and stretching activities to
keep your muscles relaxed
and joints mobile.
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2-4 days a week
Activities against resistance
to strengthen muscles and
bones and improve posture.
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Physical Activity Readiness
Questionnaire - PAR-Q
(revised 2002)
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Scientists say accumulate 60 minutes of physical activity
every day to stay healthy or improve your health. As
you progress to moderate activities you can cut down to
30 minutes, 4 days a week. Add-up your activities in periods
of at least 10 minutes each. Start slowly… and build up.
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Physical activity doesn t have to be very hard. Build physical
activities into your daily routine.
• Walk whenever you can – get
off the bus early, use the stairs
instead of the elevator.
• Reduce inactivity for long
periods, like watching TV.
• Get up from the couch and
stretch and bend for a few
minutes every hour.
• Play actively with your kids.
• Choose to walk, wheel or
cycle for short trips.

• Start with a 10 minute walk –
gradually increase the time.
• Find out about walking and
cycling paths nearby and
use them.
• Observe a physical activity
class to see if you want to try it.
• Try one class to start – you don t
have to make a long-term
commitment.
• Do the activities you are doing
now, more often.
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

better health
improved fitness
better posture and balance
better self-esteem
weight control
stronger muscles and bones
feeling more energetic
relaxation and reduced stress
continued independent living in
later life

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

premature death
heart disease
obesity
high blood pressure
adult-onset diabetes
osteoporosis
stroke
depression
colon cancer

No changes permitted. Permission to photocopy
this document in its entirety not required.
Cat. No. H39-429/1998-1E ISBN 0-662-86627-7
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Source: Canada's Physical Activity Guide to Healthy Active Living, Health Canada, 1998 http://www.hc-sc.gc.ca/hppb/paguide/pdf/guideEng.pdf
© Reproduced with permission from the Minister of Public Works and Government Services Canada, 2002.
FITNESS AND HEALTH PROFESSIONALS MAY BE INTERESTED IN THE INFORMATION BELOW:
The following companion forms are available for doctors' use by contacting the Canadian Society for Exercise Physiology (address below):
The Physical Activity Readiness Medical Examination (PARmed-X) – to be used by doctors with people who answer YES to one or more
questions on the PAR-Q.
The Physical Activity Readiness Medical Examination for Pregnancy (PARmed-X for Pregnancy) – to be used by doctors with pregnant
patients who wish to become more active.
References:
Arraix, G.A., Wigle, D.T., Mao, Y. (1992). Risk Assessment of Physical Activity and Physical Fitness in the Canada Health Survey
Follow-Up Study. J. Clin. Epidemiol. 45:4 419-428.
Mottola, M., Wolfe, L.A. (1994). Active Living and Pregnancy, In: A. Quinney, L. Gauvin, T. Wall (eds.), Toward Active Living: Proceedings of the International
Conference on Physical Activity, Fitness and Health. Champaign, IL: Human Kinetics.
PAR-Q Validation Report, British Columbia Ministry of Health, 1978.
Thomas, S., Reading, J., Shephard, R.J. (1992). Revision of the Physical Activity Readiness Questionnaire (PAR-Q). Can. J. Spt. Sci. 17:4 338-345.
For more information, please contact the:
Canadian Society for Exercise Physiology
202-185 Somerset Street West
Ottawa, ON K2P 0J2
Tel. 1-877-651-3755 • FAX (613) 234-3565
Online: www.csep.ca
© Canadian Society for Exercise Physiology

Supported by:

The original PAR-Q was developed by the British Columbia Ministry of Health. It has
been revised by an Expert Advisory Committee of the Canadian Society for Exercise
Physiology chaired by Dr. N. Gledhill (2002).
Disponible en français sous le titre «Questionnaire sur l'aptitude à l'activité physique
- Q-AAP (revisé 2002)».
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Activity Tool 4

Physical activities: Participant’s
waiver
Many organizations use a waiver for participants in their
active living programs. It is recommended as part of
a physical activity program registration procedure. At
the first session or at a pre-exercise meeting of a new
physical activity group, have participants:
1. Read the form.
2. Complete the form.
3. Sign their name in the space provided.
4. Fill in their doctor’s name.
5. Complete the emergency information.

Active Independent Aging was a joint venture between the University of Ottawa and the Public Health and Long-term
Care Branch, City Of Ottawa. For more informationplease visit our website at: www.falls-chutes.com. Funding provided
by Health Canada/Veterans Affairs Canada Falls Prevention Initiative. The views expressed herein do not necessarily
represent the official policies of Health Canada, Veterans Affairs Canada, the University of Ottawa and the Public
Health and Long-term Care Branch, City Of Ottawa. The information in this handout is current as of 2004.
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Physical activities: Participant’s waiver
I, ___________________________________, agree that regular exercise is
(Print name)
beneficial to my health and this _________________________ program is an
(Activity)
effective way of enhancing my personal fitness.
However, I recognize that all physical activity involves some degree of risk and that
this risk is relative to my current level of health and fitness. Understanding that,
I accept all risks of injury or illness, which may arise, as a result of my voluntary
participation in this exercise program.
I understand that it is my responsibility, if I answered YES to questions on the PARQ and if I am over 69 years of age, to consult my doctor before commencing any
program of physical activity. This consultation should be with a view to assessing my
current physical condition and any risk involved in my participation in this program.
As well, it is my responsibility, in consultation with my doctor, to identify any preexisting health problem, which might increase the risk of engaging in any physical
activity and to limit my participation in the program accordingly.
I acknowledge that my leader cannot give me a medical opinion on the state of my
health and this program is not a substitute for regular medical check-ups.
If you have read, understood and completed the PAR-Q with regard to your
participation in this program and if you understand the risk involved and agree to
take full responsibility for your personal health and safety please sign below.
Date of Birth: ___/___/___

Telephone number: ____________________

Address____________________________________________________________
(Street, City, Postal Code)
Signature __________________________________
Date: ___/___/___
Emergency contact:
Name: ____________________________________ Telephone number: ________
Doctor’s name: ______________________________ Telephone number: ________
ACTIVE INDEPENDENT AGING A community guide for falls prevention and active living
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Activity tool 5

How to start a walking club
Introduction
Walking is the most popular form of physical activity for Canadians. It can be done
by anyone, at any age and at little or no cost! As a regular physical activity, walking is
a safe way to develop a healthy and balanced lifestyle.
Any excuse for a walk is good, whether it’s for staying in
shape, getting a breath of fresh air, improving digestion,
sleeping better, feeling better, taking time for thinking,
or having time with friends. Some people enjoy walking
alone and others like to walk in groups.
Walking clubs are a great way to meet other active
people, stay fit and discover safe and new places to walk
in your neighborhood. Some walking clubs are formal
with fees, programs and special leaders. Others are
informal with just a group of friends who agree to walk together. Some clubs walk
outdoors. Other clubs walk indoors at malls, recreation or leisure centres.

Where to start
You may already have a walking club in your area. Call your local community centre,
seniors’ centre or municipal information line to locate the walking clubs near you.
If you can’t locate a club that suits your needs or interests, or if you want to form a
special club just for your centre’s members, start by finding other like-minded people
who are enthusiastic about starting one with you.

ACTIVE INDEPENDENT AGING A community guide for falls prevention and active living
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Answers to the following questions will help guide you in forming the walking club
that best suits your group:

Who does what?
If you are setting up an informal walking club, dividing up tasks will be easy. It may
be as easy as deciding when/where you’ll get together for your next walk.
If your goal is to have a more structured walking club at your seniors’ centre or
legion, you will need people who will take care of the following work:






Coordinating the overall walking club operations
Managing the walking club finances
Recording minutes of club meetings
Planning and organizing the walking club activities
Promoting interest in the walking club (You can
make posters, brochures or answer questions about
the club activities.)

Planning for walks




Find a good gathering place for your walk
Decide on the days and times for your walks
If outdoors, decide on the route (keep safety, access and attractiveness in
mind. You will also need access to services such as benches, toilets, phones)

These decisions need to fit your members’ needs and your organizers’ ability.
Each walking session includes four parts:
1. Reception:


Welcome everyone, make announcements, and welcome new members.

ACTIVE INDEPENDENT AGING A community guide for falls prevention and active living
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“I just called the recreation
department with the city of
 Make sure you have all the names, collect any
Ottawa and told them there
required fees.
were seniors who wanted to
use that gym for walking. No
3. Activity:
one was using it. So they gave
us the space and the time and
 This is the time spent walking! Divide into smaller
that’s all we needed.”
subgroups to match the pace of participants.
 If you have planned a long outdoor hike, take
Walking Club Leader
time to drink water, take a rest, and make sure the
group is together.
2. Registration:

4. Wrap-up:



This can be a small meeting or light refreshments.
It is a great time for announcements, discussion topics or welcoming guest speakers.

Safety awareness











Advise club members to consult their health care provider before starting a
physical activity program such as a walking club.
Remind and encourage walkers to go at their own pace.
Be prepared in the event of an emergency (have a first aid kit, a plan for managing an
emergency, and access to a phone).
If you are walking outdoors, know your route and have access to first aid help.
Ensure that walkers are wearing suitable shoes and clothing.
Ensure that walkers have enough food and water for long outdoor hikes.
Make sure the route is safe and hazard-free.
Check with your legion or seniors’ centre regarding liability insurance
requirements.

Motivation and Spirit
Take time to think about how to motivate people in your legion or seniors’ centre to join a
walking club. Here are some ideas to keep your members interested and their spirits high.
ACTIVE INDEPENDENT AGING A community guide for falls prevention and active living
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Activity 5

Name your club.
Personally deliver an invitation to 15 or 20 of your members asking them to
come on a walk. Have refreshments afterwards.
Walk for a cause. Have a membership fee and donate to an agreed on charity.
Celebrate birthdays and special occasions.
Change your route or meet up with another walking club several times
throughout the year.
Design your own walking club logo for a t-shirt or sweatshirt.
Remember that members may rely on the walk to get out of the house.
Welcome everyone at each walk, and remind them of the next walking date/
time/place.
Share jokes, recipes, books and stories.
Keep track of how far your club has walked. Total up the minutes or distances.
Track it on a calendar.
Talk about your goals in the group and why walking is important to you.
Have guest speakers come in to talk about walking tips and safe routes, fitness,
health, falls prevention, history or other topics of
interest to your group.

Starting a Mall Walking Club
Step one:




Contact the mall administration office. Find out
whom you need to talk to and what you need to do
to start a walking club.
You may need a sponsor from the mall, help from
the municipality or from a public health nurse.

Step two:




You need to have volunteers for the club to take on leadership roles in the
group. This could include administrative and treasurer duties.
Map out the routes that you walk inside the mall for safety purposes. Make

ACTIVE INDEPENDENT AGING A community guide for falls prevention and active living
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sure to include safe and easy access to entrances and exits.
Step three:




Members of your walking club may need to sign a waiver with the mall for
liability issues. This means that the mall is not responsible if members are
injured during their walk.
The mall may provide a room or space so that walking club members can
socialize and have refreshments after the walk.

Adapted from: “Forming a Walking Club”, KINO-Québec

Active Independent Aging was a joint venture between the University of Ottawa and the Public Health and Long-term
Care Branch, City Of Ottawa. For more informationplease visit our website at: www.falls-chutes.com. Funding provided
by Health Canada/Veterans Affairs Canada Falls Prevention Initiative. The views expressed herein do not necessarily
represent the official policies of Health Canada, Veterans Affairs Canada, the University of Ottawa and the Public
Health and Long-term Care Branch, City Of Ottawa. The information in this handout is current as of 2004.
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Section ELEVEN

Resources
Introduction
There are many fine resources available to help you create programs, learn about falls
prevention and active living. The following list includes handouts and ready to use
programs. We have also provided information on how to get copies, the cost, year
of publication, language and a brief description.
These resources were chosen because they are easy to get and use and are based on
solid research. They include videos, fact sheets, audio cassettes, check lists, manuals
and books.
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Active Seniors
Format

Program manual including:
 booklet
 cassette

Description

The Active Seniors program manual is for fitness instructors and
program coordinators working with older adults. Active Seniors
provides background information on physical activity and tips for
leaders with safety precautions and exercise illustrations. Contacts
for leadership resources, references, PAR-Q and Informed
Consent forms, handouts, walking club contacts, and emergency
procedures are included.

Date

2000

Languages

English, French

Cost

$20.00

Available
from

Public Health and Long Term Care Branch,
City of Ottawa
495 Richmond Rd
Ottawa,
Ontario
K2A 4A4
Tel: 613-724-4122
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Canada’s Physical Activity Guide to Healthy Living for
Older Adults - Handbook
Format




Handbook
Activity tracking calendar

Description

This handbook provides physical activity guidelines for older
adults. It highlights the benefits of regular physical activity
and the risks of inactivity. Goal-setting checklists, an activity
tracking calendar as well as tips and stories from older
Canadians are included to help inactive older adults get started.
The Handbook also has a pullout copy of Canada’s Physical
Activity Guide to Healthy Active Living.

Date

1998

Languages

English, French

Cost

Free

Available
from

Tel: 1-888-334-9769
Website: www.hc-sc.gc.ca/hppb/paguide/older/index.html
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Exercise: A Guide from the National Institute on
Aging
Format




Book
Video

Description

This book and video has information about the benefits of
exercise, how to get started and stay motivated. It also includes
information about related nutrition and safety issues. Examples
of exercises that older adults can do at home are included with
illustrations. Progress charts can be copied for older adults to
keep track of the number of times they are being physically
active through the week.

Languages

English

Cost

$7.00

Available
from

National Institute on Aging
P.O. Box 8057
Gaithersburg,
MD
20898-8057
Tel: 800-222-2225
Website: http://www.nia.nih.gov/exercisebook/
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Exercise to Prevent Falls: A Winning Formula for Older
Adults
Format





Fact sheet
Video
Poster

Description

This resource offers a fact sheet on falls, a video and a poster.
This video has several strengthening and stretching exercises
for older adults to help strengthen muscle and maintain good
balance. Seniors in the video demonstrate 17 different exercises.
For each of the exercises shown the benefits are given.

Date

2001

Languages

English

Cost

$10.00

Available
from

Peterborough County-City Health Unit
10 Hospital Drive
Peterborough, Ontario
K9J 8M1
Tel: 705 -743-1000
Fax: 705-743-2897
TTY: 705-743-4700
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A Guide to Preventing Falls
Format

Booklet

Description

This booklet is a seniors’ guide to preventing falls. It includes
background statistics and information on why people fall. The
booklet reviews the causes of falls as well as what to do about:
exercise, medication, assistive devices, hazards.

Date

2003

Languages

English, French

Cost

Free

Available
from

City of Ottawa Public Health and Long-Term Care Branch,
Falls Prevention Program,
495 Richmond Rd. Ottawa, ON
(613) 724-4179
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Home Adaptations for Seniors’ Independence
Format

Brochure

Description

The HASI brochure includes information and an application
form for older adults to apply for funding for adaptations to their
home. It includes an assessment checklist for each room in the
home. It also includes suggestions as to what adaptations may be
needed and provides answers to frequently asked questions.

Languages

English/ French

Cost

Free

Available
from

Canada Mortgage and Housing Corporation (CMHC)
CMHC Ottawa Office
PO Box 9606
Stn T Aviation Parkway
Ottawa,
Ontario
K1G 6B5
Tel: 613-748-2000
Fax: (613) 748-5130
http://www.cmhc.ca/en/prfias/hasi/readaspr_002.cfm
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Home Safe Home: Road Show, Injury Prevention for
Seniors in the Community
Format

A binder including:
 facilitator’s guide
 videos
 home safety checklist
 information on related resources that are available.

Description

The purpose of facilitators guide is to set up injury prevention
workshops, focusing on risk assessment and adaptive devices.

Date

1998

Languages

English, Cantonese

Cost

$30.00

Available
from

South Riverdale
Community Health Centre
1091 Queen Street East
Toronto, Ontario M4M 1K7
Tel: 416-461-1925
Fax: 416-469-3442
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Home Support Exercise Program
Format






Facilitator guide
Resource manual
Exercise video
Booklet of pictures to photocopy

Description

This resource includes: a facilitator guide for the program leader,
resource manual for the older adult to follow along, exercise
video and booklet of pictures to photocopy. Both the video and
booklet outline 10 exercises like wall push ups, toe taps, rising on
toes, seat walking and stretches.

Date

1997

Languages

English

Cost

Video - $30.00
Resource Manual - $30.00
Facilitator’s guide - $200.00

Available
from

Canadian Centre For Activity and Aging
1490 Richmond Street
London, ON,
N6G 2M3
Canada
Tel: 519-661-1603
Fax: 519-661-1612
Website: http://www.uwo.ca/actage
E-mail: ccaa@uwo.ca
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Physical Activity Readiness Questionaire (PAR-Q)
Format

A one page form

Description

The PAR-Q is a one page questionaire, an important part of a
registration procedure. It can help your members find out if they
can start being active. If they answer yes to any of the questions,
they should see their health care provider before starting a
physical activity program. The form should be filled out, signed
and returned at the time of registration - and before joining any
exercise session. Program organizers should read the completed
PAR-Q, highlight any key information and keep the forms in a
file for the duration of the program. PAR-Q’s can be used at the
beginning of each program, or kept on file for a period of a year,
and then renewed.

Date

Updated 2002

Languages

English

Cost

Free

Available
from

Canadian Society for Exercise Physiology (CSEP)
185 Somerset St. West, Suite 202
Ottawa, Ontario
CANADA K2P 0J2
Tel.: (613) 234-3755
Fax: (613) 234-3565
Toll-Free: 1-877-651-3755
E-mail: info@csep.ca
or download it from the website: www.csep.ca
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Positive Steps
Format





Booklet
Cassettes
Video

Description

This resource is available as a booklet, audio cassettes and video.
It provides information about falls, fall prevention and an easy
to follow exercise program for 3 levels of ability. Exercises are
demonstrated by seniors in a home setting. The booklet includes
quizzes about attitudes and beliefs plus strategies for older adults
to reduce falls and risk for falls in and outside of the home. A
safety checklist is included called “Fall-Proofing” your home.

Date

2001

Languages

English

Cost

Video and booklet $15.00
Booklet and three audio cassettes $15.00
Booklet only $3.00

Available
from

Regina Health District
Active Living Co-ordinator
Regina Qu’Appelle Health Region
2110 Hamilton Street
Regina,
Saskatchewan
S4P 2E3
Tel: 306-766-7731
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Promising Pathways – A Handbook of Best Practices
Format

Booklet

Description

This handbook is for people who work with seniors and veterans
living in the community. It is based on a comprehensive review
of falls prevention programs around the world. It provides
information on the most effective strategies and interventions
for reducing falls and preventing injuries among seniors who
live in the community. The handbook lists key elements and
principles of falls prevention, in order to guide the development
of programs.

Date

2002

Languages

English, French

Cost

Free

Available
from

Health Canada/Veterans Affairs Canada
Falls Prevention Initiative
c/o Division of Aging and Seniors
Address Locator 1908A1
Ottawa, ON
K1A 1B4
info@www.hc-sc.gc.ca
HTML: http://www.hc-sc.gc.ca/seniors-aines/pubs/best_
practices/promising/promising_toc_e.htm
PDF: http://www.hc-sc.gc.ca/seniors-aines/pubs/best_practices/
promising/pdf/PromisingPathwaysE.pdf
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STAND UP!
Format

Program

Description

The goal of the STAND UP! programme is to prevent falls and
fractures among autonomous seniors who live in the community
and are concerned about falling or about their balance. The
programme lasts 12 weeks and consists of three components:
group exercises, exercises at home, and discussion sessions on fall
prevention. It is designed for community groups, such as senior
citizen centres, CLSCs, and municipal recreation services.

Date

2003

Languages

English, French

Cost

$45

Available
from

Francine Trickey,
Responsable de l’unité Écologie humaine et sociale
Direction de santé publique de Montréal
Tel: (514)528-2400 ext 3367
ftrickey@santepub-mtl.qc.ca
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Steady As You Go, Agency and Facilitator Manual:
A Falls Prevention Program for Seniors in the
Community
Format

Program manual

Description

This program resource is intended for leaders, seniors and
health professionals. Its purpose is to increase awareness
regarding falls, reduce risks for falls and injury, to reduce
medical costs and to identify things in the environment that
contribute to falls in the community.

Languages

English

Cost

$65.00

Available
from

Capital Health Authority
Regional Public Health
Suite 300, 10216-124 Street
Edmonton, Alberta
T5N 4A3
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Steady As You Go #2, A Guide For Seniors With
Limitations to Energy or Mobility to Reduce their
Risks for Falling
Format

Manual

Description

This is a program designed for seniors who are living in the
community but may have some limitations in mobility, energy
or balance. Information is included about risk factors for a
fall and what to do in case of a fall. This program includes
physical exercises that older adults can do (with illustrations).

Date

2001

Languages

English

Cost

$8.00

Available
from

Capital Health Authority
Corporate Office
Walter C. Mackenzie Health Sciences Centre
8440 – 112 Street
Edmonton, Alberta T6G 2B7
Tel: 780- 407-1000
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Stepping Out
Format




Video
Manual

Description

The Stepping Out video is 26 minutes in length. It highlights
statistics on falls, risks for falls and the number of falls each year
among seniors. It includes information on reducing hazards in
the community, starting up senior advocacy groups and how to
report hazards to the right authorities in your community.

Date

1996

Languages

English

Cost

Video $39.00
Manual $15.00

Available
from

University of Victoria School of Nursing
School of Nursing
University of Victoria
PO Box 1700
Victoria, B.C.
V8W 2Y2
Tel : 250-721-7954
Fax: 250.721.6231
E-Mail: dwalton@uvic.ca
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Taking Steps: Modifying Pedestrian Environments to
Reduce the Risk of Missteps and Falls
Format

Book

Description

This book includes information from a study on falls in Victoria,
BC. It focuses on the need for safer environments in public
places and includes tips for leaders on how to help communities
take steps to become safer.

Languages

English

Cost

$17.00

Available
from

Dr. Elaine M. Gallagher
School of Nursing
University of Victoria
PO BOX 1700
Victoria, B.C.
V8W2Y2
Tel. (604)721-7966
Fax.(604)721-6231
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Taoist Tai Chi for Seniors: Instruction in the
Foundation Exercises of Taoist Tai Chi
Format




Book
Video

Description

This booklet teaches the foundation of Taoist Tai Chi and
the many ways to participate in this art. The medical and
physiological benefits underlying this ancient art are explained
as well as how these movements are especially appropriate for
improving the health of today’s older adults.

Date

1995

Languages

English

Cost

Book $24.00
Video $13.00

Available
from

The Taoist Tai Chi Society of Canada
209 Pretoria Avenue
Ottawa, Ontario
K1S 1X1
Tel: 613-233-2318
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You Can Prevent Falls! Falls Prevention Information
for Seniors and Veterans
Format






Fact sheets
Brochures
CD-rom
Resource list

Description

This information is for seniors and veterans. Included: fact
sheets with information on how older adults can prevent
falls. Information and statistics on how health, lifestyle and
community can affect falls are included with tips aimed help
reduce the risks of falls. A CD-rom and a list of the resources
that may be helpful for community programming are included.

Date

2002

Languages

English, French

Cost

Free

Available
from

Health Canada and Veterans Affairs Canada Falls Prevention
Initiative
c/o Division of Aging Seniors
Health Canada
Address Locator 1908A1
Ottawa, Ontario K1A 1B4
Tel: 613-952-7606
Email: seniors@hc-sc.gc.ca
Website: http://www.hc-sc.gc.ca/seniors-aines/pubs/
fallsprevtn/fallsprevtn_toc_e.htm
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